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ABSTRACT 

The effects of temperatures from 0°C to 50°C and 

current densities from 10 asf to 200 asf on the current 

efficiency in the electrolysis of pure zinc sulfate solu

tions (65 gpl Zn++ - 200 gpl H2so4 > were determined. 

ii 

Pure platinum and platinum coated titanium anodes were 

used with an alundnum cathode. Platinum anodes were not 

inert at certain combinations of temperature and current 

density, and platinum acted as a low overvoltage impurity 

causing resolution of the cathode deposit. 

Orientation of the zinc deposits was found to vary 

with temperature and to have a distinct relationship to 

current efficiency. 

Preconditioning of lead and lead alloy anodes was in

vestigated as a possible means of producing a stable anode. 

Electrodes were conditioned in fluoride solutions and com

pared to anodes conditioned in H2so4 solutions under simi

lar circumstances. The scanning electron microscope was 

utilized to study the morphology of the anodic coating. 

x-ray and potential decay data were employed to determine 

the phases present on the electrode surface. 
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I • INTRODUCTION 

The commercial production of zinc by electrolysis is 

not new. Its recorded beginning dates back to 1881 follow

ing a patent by Letrange of France. The process has come 

down to the present day remaining essentially unchanged 

and consists of three basic steps: 

1) Leaching of roasted zinc concentrates in dilute 

sulfuric acid, i.e., ZnO + H2so4 = znso4 + H2o. 
2) Purification of the resulting zinc sulfate 

solution. 

3) Electrolysis to recover the metallic zinc as a 

high purity product. 

Only the high hydrogen overvoltage on zinc permits the 

deposition of zinc at the cathode since thermodynandcs 

favors decomposition of water and evolution of hydrogen. 

The literature written on zinc electrolysis is volumi

nous, but due to the interaction of many variables inherent 

in the process, the problem is exceedingly complex and 

studies of zinc electrolysis have not lost their essen

tiality. 

The problem has been divided into two parts in this 

investigation, one encompassing cathode reactions, the 

second, anode reactions. 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was utilized in both 

phases of this work to exandne the structure of the elec

trodes. 
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A. Cathode Reactions 

An attempt was made to reduce the number of variables 

in the electrolysis to a minimum so that an accurate i~ 

pression of the results of variations in temperature and 

current density on current efficiency and deposit mor

phology could be obtained. 

To this end, very pure solutions were prepared to 

eliminate impurity interactions and platinum anodes were 

used to negate the effects of lead and manganese that are 

of necessity present when lead-silver anodes are employed 

in zinc electrolysis. 

Deposit morphology was considered, along with current 

efficiency, as one of the major criterion for evaluating 

results since a porous or pitted structure with a large 

amount of surface area available for oxidation will result 

in a marked decrease in melting efficiency. 

B. Anode Reactions 

A dense, hard, fully adherent coating of lead oxide 

on lead-silver anodes, commonly used in commercial zinc 

electrolysis, is necessary to keep lead in the cathode 

deposit to a minimum. It is usually only after weeks in 

service that the anode attains these optimum properties. 

In recent years, preconditioning treatments have been de

veloped that shorten the long conditioning time to a 

few days. The mechanism of the preconditioning process 

necessary to produce a satisfactory anode as well as the 



physical characteristics of the resulting structure are 

not fully understood. 

3 

In this phase of the research, meti1ods of precondition

ing several lead alloy anodes in various solutions, parti

cularly fluoride solutions, were investigated to deter~~ne 

as much as possible about the reactions taking place at 

the anode during electrolysis. 

Potential decay curves, hardness measurements, x-ray 

diffraction and scanning electron ndcroscopy were used to 

determine the phases present on the conditioned anode. 
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II • LITERATURE REVIEW 

One of the first significant milestones in electrolytic 

zinc production from the time of its conception in 1881, 

other than improvements in the roasting process to avoid 

the formation of insoluble zinc ferrites (ZnO•Fe2o3), was 

the development of lead-silver anodes by Tainton, Hanley 

and others. 

Pure lead anodes had been used for years as the best 

material available, however, they dissolved to a considerable 

extent at the current densities and temperatures encoun

tered in zinc electrolysis, ultimately contaminating the 

zinc deposit and the valuable manganese dioxide by-product 

which was recovered from the bottom of the cells. 

Tainton, et. a1., 1 investigated binary alloys of lead, 

alloyed with arsenic, antimony, barium, bismuth, calcium, 

cerium, copper, mercury, silver, thallium and tin under 

conditions of commercial zinc electrolysis, i.e., aluminum 

cathodes, C.D. - 100 as£, 220 - 300 gpl H2so4 and 5 gpl 

manganese added as manganous sulfate. 

The lead-silver anodes were far superior in performance 

to any of the other binary alloys investigated and the opti

mum concentration of silver, based on performance and 

econo~ appeared to be 1.0%. Concentrations of silver 

above the eutectic at 2.6% resulted in lower efficiency 

of the zinc deposit and sometimes severe resolution, due to 



free silver from the anode dissolving in the electrolyte 

and depositing with the zinc, probably reacting as a local 

cell. 

Hanley, Clayton and Walsh2 ' 3 studied the effects of 

various alloying elements on anode potential and found 

5 

that, other than lead-silver, a lead-thallium (5.0%) alloy 

anode was very passive, but thallium had little effect on 

reducing the anode potential over a pure lead anode. How

ever, their investigations indicated a ternary alloy of lead

calcium (0.1%) - ti1allium (4.0%) not only was more stable 

than pure lead anodes, but also resulted in lower lead 

content of the zinc deposit and a reduction of the anode 

potential by 40%. 

Kiryakov and Stender4 ' 5 ' 6 after reviewing the results 

of work done on alloys of lead, deduced that no alloys had 

been found for zinc electrolysis superior to lead with 1% 

silver. They surmised that a more uniform distribution of 

silver in the lead, and a greater effectiveness of the 

protective action of silver would result if a third component 

were introduced into the system that would form solid solu

tions with lead and silver. To test the above hypothesis, 

they added thallium, bismuth, mercury, tin, gold, platinum, 

cobalt, arsenic, selenium, calcium, barium, and strontium 

to a lead-silver alloy. Since cooalt would not alloy 

directly with the lead-silver, it was necessary to first 

alloy the cobalt with a third element and then with the lead-

silver. 



It was indicated that electropositive (noble) elements 

lowered rather than increased stability and tile protective 

action of calcium was only temporary. Further, ti1ey found 

6 

the quaternary lead-silver (1.0,)-tin (0.3,)-cobalt (0.02') 

alloy had a more uniform distribution of silver in the alloy, 

was more stable than all of those tested and gave particu

larly low values of anode potential, i.e., 1.91V at 25°C in 

2U H2so4 at 100 asf. They also found that cobalt, whether 

in solution or alloyed, had the same effect on lowering 

anode potential. 

A protective film was obtained on the quaternary lead

silver-tin-cobalt alloy upon anodizing in 2N H2so4 , which 

was particularly massive and compact, and no ions of cobalt 

could be detected in the solution around the anode in ac-

cordance with their supposition that the protective action 

of cobalt was developed inside the protective film. 

They concluded that the occurrence of the alternating 

process of oxidation of divalent cobalt ions (Co++=eo++++e-) 

and the catalytic reduction of oxidized ions going on at 

different points on the inhomogeneous surface of the anode 

can explain the observation of lowering of anode potential 

and elevation of the stability of the electrode. 

Koenig, MacEwan and Larsen7 looked at the effect of 

adding magnesium, sodium, chromium, manganese, nickel, iron 

and cobalt as sulfates to an electrolyte of 40 gpl Zn++_lOS 

gpl H2so4, on pure lead anodes. Cobalt, present in the 



electrolyte at 20 mg/1, was the only one of tile above im

purities to have a significant effect on anode potential 

(less noble by O.ll7V) and the lead in the zinc deposit was 

only 0.002,. However, cobalt resulted in a rapid resolu

tion of the zinc deposit. 

They also investigated binary alloys of lead with 

bismuth, magnesium, arsenic, cadmium, antimony, tin and 

silver added as the second constituent. They observed that 

some of the metals alloyed with the lead dissolved during 

electrolysis. ~~gnesium had no effect on the zinc deposit, 

arsenic and antimony caused rapid resolution, cadmium and 

tin gave smooth bright deposits, bismuth a spongy deposit 

and silver a fine crystalline deposit with some resolution 

from the back of the cathode. All of the above alloys re

sulted in a lowering of the anode potential, but only lead

silver resulted in low lead content in the cathode deposit. 

7 

To study the method of lead transfer to the cathode, 

they put a pure lead anode inside a canvas bag and electroly

sis was carried on for several hours. At the end of this 

time a large amount of Pb02 was found in the bag but analysis 

of the cathode revealed only a trace of lead. 

Koch8 found no effect of cobalt on lead anodes in 2~l 

H2so4 during the initial sulphation of lead and noted that 

cobalt only became effective when the potential had risen 

to a value where oxidation of eo++ to Co+++ could occur. He 

concluded that cobalt reduces the oxygen overpotential thus 



facilitating the evolution of oxygen with the possible re

sult that once a conducting path of Pbo2 is formed, a sig

nificant proportion of the current may be used for oxygen 

evolution in preference to the oxidation of lead sulfate. 

Lander9 postulated an identical series of reactions 

to explain the depolarizing effects of silver and cobalt 

as follows: 
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1. PbS04 + 2H20 = Pb02 + S04= + 4H+ + 2e 

2. co++ = eo+++ + e 

+ ++ 3. Ag = Ag + e 

+ 1.685V 

+ 1.820V 

+ 1.980V 

Reaction 1 takes place at the positive plate of the lead-

acid cell. On charge, as the reaction nears completion, 

the evolution of oxygen conunences and at the same time the 

positive plate potential becomes ·more positive to an extent, 

sufficient for reactions 2 or 3 to occur when co++ or Ag+ 

is present in the electrolyte. If these reactions occur, 

co+++ and Ag++ can oxidize water to u2o2 as in reactions 

4 and s, 

4. 2 H20 + 2 co+++= H202 + 2 co++ + 211+ llF0 - -1.5 kcal 

s. 2 H20 + 2 Ag++ = H202 + 2 Ag+ + 2H+ /lF0 = -9.5 kcal 

and a2o2 decomposes in acid solution to give oxygen, 

llF0 = -50.4 kcal 

Lander feels that the effect of silver and cobalt is 

to supply an alternate path for the evolution of oxygenJ 



therefore, their presence should result in a decreased oxy

gen overvoltage and a reduction in anode corrosion under 

constant current conditions. 

Fink and Dornblatt10 some years earlier studied the 

effect of silver (0.05 - 0.151) on properties and perform

ance of antimonial lead storage battery grids and decided 

that silver had a two-fold result, in that the oxygen over

voltage was reduced, and a more impervious and tenacious 

peroxide film was built up on the surface of the anode. 
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Wark11 made a detailed study of the electrolysis of 

very highly purified zinc sulfate solutions using pure lead 

anodes and aluminum cathode. The significant data obtained 

with pure solutions indicated that current efficiency (C.E.): 

1. is almost independent of temperature in the range 

30 to 40°C. 

2. is constant with time over a considerable periodJ 

and reduction in C.E. with time can be attributed 

to residual impurities. 

3. may be slightly lowered by unnecessary additions 

of glue or other colloids. 

4. is not materially influenced over the range of 

interest in practice by current density. At very 

low current densities "resolution" becomes im-

portant. 



5. is determined by the ratio of acid to zinc concen

tration rather than by concentration alone, i.e., 

10 

the current deposits zinc and hydrogen in propor

tion to their concentration in solution. The ideal 

molecular ratio for maximum C.E. is 

ZnS04 __ .;;,. - 2 to 5 • 
H2so4 

Wark found that 100 mg/1 of cobalt added to pure zinc 

sulfate solutions caused a drastic reduction in current 

efficiency as temperature increased from 20 to 50°C and 

current density decreased from 60 to 30 as£. At 20°C, c.E. 

was greater than 80% after 24 hours, but at 45°C, the C.E. 

was reduced to 40% after only 8 hours, both measurements 

being made at the same current density. He deduced that 

cobalt deposited with the zinc and presented a surface of 

lower overvoltage for hydrogen deposition so as to set up 

a local couple. As zinc dissolved 100re cobalt was uncovered 

and the resolution proceeded at even faster rates. Ulti

mately, the zinc dissolved off of the aluminum cathode. 

Tromshina and Stender12 examined the influence of zinc 

ion concentration (30 - 90 qpl), H2so4 concentration (100 

200 gpl) and also temperature (30 -70°C) on zinc cathode 

potential and zinc yield using current densities as high as 

10,000 A/m2 and very pure solutions. 

They found that with increasing electrolyte temperature, 

the zinc current yield decreased significantly at low current 



densities. At high current densities an increase in tern-

perature resulted in an increased yield of zinc, especially 

in high acid (~ 2N H2so4 ) electrolytes. This indicated that 

the overvoltage for discharging hydrogen ions on zinc in

creases more rapidly than the overvoltage for discharging 

zinc ions with increases in cathode current density. Since 

at low current density and with increased sulfuric acid 

concentration in the electrolyte, the hydrogen current yield 

exceeded ·100% , they concluded that hydrogen was being pro

duced by a secondary dissolving of zinc through the action 

of microcells on the cathode surface. The effect of the 

microcells was smo~1ered at very high current densities as 

a result of the "anode protective" effect. 

Pecherskaya and Stender13 also discovered ti1at the 

yields of hydrogen per unit current decrease in proportion 

to the increase in current density. They claimed that due 

to the presence of impurities deposited on the zinc cathode 

during electrolysis, new sources are formed for the libera

tion of hydrogen - short circuited glavanic cells, which 

promote the dissolution of zinc and the proportionate lib

eration of hydrogen. 

They also investigated the effects of impurities that 

increase the hydrogen overvoltage and found increases in 

zinc yield with impurities of high hydrogen overvoltage. 

Turomshina and Stender14 looked at the results of add

ing ions of metals more electropositive than zinc to pure 
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zinc sulfate solutions and explained the increase in hydro

gen efficiency as being due to local short-circuited gal

vanic cells on the surface of the zinc cati1ode. 

12 

Application of external cathodic current density to the 

system of local cells results in polarization of the local 

cathodes (the impurities) up to a point at which their nega

tive potential becomes equal to tile negative potential of 

the local anode. The emf of the microelements then ap

proaches zero, and corrosion of the metal (zinc) elec-

trode ceases. 

Similar results15 were obtained for ions of metals 

more electronegative than zinc. That is, either the ele-

menta or compounds of the elements formed short-circuited 

galvanic cells on the cathode surface which reduced the 

current efficiency for the zinc deposition. 
16 Salin, et. al., examined the effects of electrolyte 

temperature on zinc electrolysis. Their results indicate 

that at 40 asf with pretreated (Pb02 coated) lead-silver 

(1%) anodes in pure solutions of 50 gpl Zn - 120 gpl H2so4 , 

the zinc current efficiency bas only a very slight rela

tionship to the temperature. However, with factory electro

lyte an increase in a1e temperature above 50 - 55°C will 

lead to a sharp reduction in current efficiency, due to 

impurities in the solution precipitating out on the cathode 

deposit. The number of such impurities depositing on the 

cathode per unit of time <t> may be calculated by the 

formula: 



dm 
~= c • 

0 
D 
x 
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where D is the diffusion coefficient, c0 the impurity con

centration in the electrolyte, and X the thickness of the 

diffusion layer. 

An increase in temperature, when there are impurities 

in the electrolyte, leads to an increase in the diffusion 

coefficient D and results in an increase in the number of 

microcells contributing to the corrosion of zinc. 

Tainton17 commented in his work on the effects of 

impurities in zinc electrolysis that a crystal or segrega-

tion of molecules must reach at least a certain size before 

becoming effective in increasing hydrogen evolution which 

would account for the fact that there seems to be a certain 

critical concentration for each impurity above which it 

becomes dangerous. 

Farmer18 studied the preconditioning of lead-silver 

(0.75%) anodes in various solutions prior to electrolysis 

in Trail's electrolytic cells. Theorizing that the protec

tive Pb02 coating on lead-silver anodes resulted from ex

tended periods of oxidation, he attempted to reduce the 

conditioning time by oxidizing in an appropriate solution. 

Solutions tried were H2so4, H3Po4 , NaOH, PbN03, Mnso4, 

NaF and KF. The fluoride-H2so4 solutions resulted in an 

anode of markedly improved response, i.e., .0012% lead in 

the zinc deposit after 20 weeks of testing versus .0052% 



for anodes treated in the absence of fluoride. No satis

factory explanation could be offered for the remarkable 

effect of the fluoride ion in stabilizing ~1e anode surface. 

Burbank19 r 20 attempted to identify the compounds formed 

on polarizing pure lead anodes above the PbS04/Pbo2 poten

tial in 1.21 specific gravity H2so4 by potential decay 

curves and x-ray diffraction. She established ~1e existence 
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of Pb02 , PbOt' Pb(OH) 2, PbO·PbS04 and PbS04 in this potential 

region and in addition found an unidentified material be

lieved to be a form of lead monoxide, which she later identi-

fied as aPbo2 • 

Anodization of lead in acid at potentials immediately 

below the reversible BPb02/Pbso4 potential produced a de

posit of PbOt while anodization at potentials above the 

Pb02/Pbso4 potential resulted in a deposit of aPb02 • The 

aPb02 , while attached to the metal surface, appeared to be 

deformed into the tetragonal lattice. Burbank theorized 

that the stresses exerted by such a deformed lattice might 

be the primary cause of growth of pure lead grids in cells. 

In a later series of investigations, Burbank21 r 22 noted 

a difference in morphology of the Pbo2 deposits in the posi

tive plates of good and bad lead acid cells. Plates with 

pebble-like nodular Pb02 particles were found to soften and 

fail while plates made up of prismatic needles of Poo2 

particles maintained capacity and retained a firm texture. 

She found that anodization of large prismatic crystals 

of 4PbO•Pbso4 converted them to BPbo2 and the prismatic 
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for.m of the basic sulfate was retained by the Pbo2 after 

anodization. This strengthened the Pb02 deposit due to the 

interlocking of the large crystals. 

Ruetschi and Cahan23 have shown that the oxygen over

voltage on 8Pbo2 is much higher than on aPbo2 and the dis

parity increases with inc~ases in current density. The 

Tafel slope for aPb02 is .051, indicating two electronic 

charges are involved in the rate determining step, while 

8Pbo2 has a Tafel slope of 0.121 indicating only one elec

tronic charge is involved in the reaction. 
' . Anodic corrosion in the potential region where oxygen 

is evolved increases strongly with the electrode potential. 

Therefore, electrodes with a low oxygen overvoltage should 

withstand corrosion better under constant current conditions. 
++ + Certain additives, such as Co and Ag , can reduce the 

oxygen overvoltage and anodic corrosion. 

Ruetschi and Angstadt24 state that the following occurs 

upon anodization of lead in sulfuric acid. Pbso4 forms an 

d th . th 0 d H+ . initial layer an 1ckens so at S 4= an 1ons are no 

longer able to readily penetrate. Any depletion of so4= 
ions is accompanied by an equivalent depletion of H+ ions 

and vice versa because of tbe tendency of the electrolyte 

to maintain electrical neutrality. ~1e very high electric 

field established in the dense Pbso4 layer, manifested by 

the large ohmic drop, will tend to repel positive H+ ions 

from the microcavities of the inner part of the film and 



attract so4= ions and OH- ions generated by dissociation 

of H2o molecules. This latter effect tends to enhance the 

alkalinity in the interior of the corrosion film and to 

stabilize the high local pH. The pH gradient in the cor-

rosion film, due to inhibited ionic diffusion, results in 

the formation of PbO, basic lead sulfates and aPb02 in 

acid media. 

Abdul Azim and Anwar25 during a study of anodic poten

tial time curves in various media at 300 ua/cm2 noted the 

arrests corresponding to the following equilibrium systems: 

Pb02/PbS04 , Pb02 /PbO, PbO/Pb and PbS04/Pb. The potential 

plateau for the PbO/Pb couple was well defined and was main

tained for many hours before the voltage decayed further 

to the sulfate potential at -.33V. 

Pavlov26 , 27 r 28 has investigated the anodic oxidation 
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of lead in N H2so4 by potentiostatic methods with the results 

as listed below (potentials are vs. the Hg/Hg2so4 reference 

electrode +0.667V). 

up to -300mv 

-300mv to +900mv 

>900mv 

>1200mv 

PbS04 

PbO•PbS04 , 3PbO•PbS04 ·H20, 

5Pb0•2H20, 4PbO·PbS04 ,PbOt 

aPb02 

f3Pb02 

The mechanism for the above reactions was outlined by 

Pavlov as follows: Pb++ ions from the dissolution of the 



metal react with so4= ions and are precipitated as Pbso4 

on the lead surface. During growth, the lead sulfate 

crystals obstruct the major part of the metal surface. At 

the Pb/Pbso4 interface, the electrochemical process will 
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stop since Pbso4 is a dielectric, thus the only active 

electrochemical surface remaining is the metal surface be

tween the Pbso4 crystals. The flow of Pb++ ions, the amount 

depending on overvoltage of anodic dissolution, moves between 

the crystals toward the bulk of the solution while so4= 
ions, ·the amount depending on concentration, move in the 

opposite direction. Consequently, the components of the 
++ chemical reaction Pb and so4= are separated by a porous 

dielectric layer of Pbso4 and the reaction between them will 

proceed in the region where the two flows meet each other. 

If the number of Pb++ ions in the flow exceeds the equiva

lent number of so4= ions in the opposite flow, then the 

zone at which precipitation takes place will be located at 

a certain distance from the metal surface. In order for 

the solution to remain electroneutral, the charge of Pb++ 

ions must be compensated. This is realized by disassociation 

of H2o. Since the mobility of H+ ions is several times 
++ + higher than that of Pb ions, it follows that H ions will 

have to migrate from the inner zone toward the bulk of the 

solution. Thus, charges of Pb++ are compensated by the OR

obtained from the disassociation of water. This in turn 

increases the pH of the solution and thus enables the 



formation of PbOt' basic lead sulfates and aPb02 in acid 

media. 

Simon, et. a1., 29 in examining the discharge and re

charge of the Pbo2 electrode with optical microscopy, dis

covered that discharge begins with nucleation of Pbso4 at 

selected sites on the surface of the Pbo2 • Growth then 

depends on the continued dissolution of the Pb02 and 

reaction between the Pb++ and so4= ions which deposit as 

Pbso4 upon the surface of the lead sulfate already present. 

As Pbso4 cont~nt increased, the amount of Pbo2 decreased, 

until all the Pbo2 remaining was encapsulated in the Pbso4 • 

During recharge, the Pbo2 particles within the Pbso4 

crystals offered a conductive path through the highly re

sistive lead sulfate, and the reformation of Pbo2 began 

within the encapsulating Pbso4 crystals at the surface of 

the residual Pbo2 particles. The lead dioxide thus formed 

grew rapidly toward the surface of the Pbso4 crystals. 

Upon reaching the surface of the crystals, it appeared 

to spread and surround them, encapsulating them in turn and 

leaving hollow shells as the Pbso4 crystals dissolved. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

A. Cathode Reactions 

1. Materials and Equipment. All electrolyses were 

performed galvanostatically using a Sorenson QRC40-15A 

D.C. power supply. 

Neutral zinc sulfate solutions were prepared by dis

solving stoichiometric amounts of lead-free photoconductive 
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zinc oxide in Fisher's A300C reagent grade sulfuric acid 

and distilled H2o, followed by a two step purification, 

consisting of oxidation with potassium permanganate and then 

treatment with zinc dust. For complete details of solu-

tion preparation, see Appendix A. The desired solution 

++ concentration of 65 gpl Zn and 200 gpl H2so4 was then 

obtained from the neutral solution by either adding concen

trated sulfuric acid directly or building up acid in the 

cell during deposition of ~inc at the cathode, i.e., 

approximately l.Sg of H2so4 is produced for each gram of 

zinc deposited. 

A constant zinc ion, sulfuric acid concentration was 

maintained in the electrolytic cell by dripping in neutral 

solution with a CRC Vibrostaltic Pulsation Pump. The 

solution was fed in at the back of the anode to take ad-

vantage of the stirring effect from the oxygen evolution. 

The cell itself was made from a pyrex lOOOml beaker 

with the spout heated and drawn down so that solution 



overflowed during operation, maintaining the volume in the 

cell at precisely one liter. Prior to use for the first 

time, the glass cell was cleaned, as was all other glass

ware, by first soaking in NaOB to remove silicates, then 

washing with sodium dichromate-sulfuric acid cleaning 

solution and rinsing with hot tap water and copious amounts 

of distilled water. 

During electrolysis, the cell was immersed in a water 

bath and fitted inside a plexiglas& support that had been 

machined to hold the beaker atop a small CRC air driven 

magnetic stirrer. Temperature was controlled at + 1.5•c .... 

by a hot plate in the early phases of the investigation, 

and later somewhat closer <± 0.5°C) control was obtained 

using a Precision Lo-Temp Circulating Syatem. 

A 0.125• thick plexiglas& top was used to hold and 

apace the electrodes and to reduce the amount of solution 

evaporation. ~1e top was approximately 5.o• in diameter, 

with an 0.032• slot cut so that the cathode could be alid 

in. from one edge and be centered in the cell. Precisely 

1.5• on each aide of the center slot and parallel to it, 

two openings were cut 0.125• x 1~5· long for inserting the 

anodes. Later, the plexiglas& lid was modified by drilling 

two 0.75. diameter holes strategically placed for admission 

and placement of a Luggin capillary to measure anode and 

cathode potentials. 

various metals were tried as anodes and cathodes but 
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the majority of the experiments was performed with platinum

coated titanium anodes (Platanodes) and pure (4-9's) alumi

num cathodes. 

The anodes were cut 1.5" wide x 5.0" long x various 

thicknesses and were bolted to an elliptical shaped, pure 

aluminum ring that held them 3.0" apart and parallel to 

each other. A banana plug was mounted in the center of one 

end for the electrical connection and the whole was wrapped 

tightly with teflon tape to prevent accidental contamina

tion of the solution by corrosion products from the alumi

num, or bolts holding the anodes, inadvertently getting 

back into the cell. 

The cathodes were tee shaped, 1.25" wide x 4.25" long 

x 0.032" thick, with a 0.25" x 3.0" bar on top. The actual 

working area gave approximately 10 amps per square foot 

(as£) for each 0.5 amps of current. The cathodes were 

inserted into the slot in the plexiglass top and the arms 

of the tee were bent in opposite directions to hold them 

in place. A banana plug was attached to one arm of the tee 

for the electrical hook up, and the brass end of the plug 

was wrapped in teflon tape, as was mentioned before, to 

eliminate a source of solution contamination. 

Teflon strips, 0.25" wide x 0.125" thick with a 0.032" 

slot in the center, were placed on the edges of the cathode 

and at the bottom to minimize current concentration in these 

areas and the resulting dendritic growth. 
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The cathodes were first sanded with 600 grit emery 

paper, to remove the rolled surface, then washed and blotted 

dry before being placed in the cell. 

A salt bridge, with a Luggin capillary for contact at 

the electrode surfaces, and a Kiethley 610 c Electrometer 

were utilized to measure cathodic and anodic polarization 

potentials versus a Hg/Hg2so4 (lN H2so4) reference elec

trode. Potentials were recorded on an Esterline Angus chart 

recorder and all values are reported with reference to the 

standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) at 25°C. 

Figure 1 depicts the experimental arrangement described 

above. 

2. Operation of the Electrolytic Cell. The cleaned 

and dried cell was filled to one liter, with either neutral 

solution or solution already mixed to give 65 gpl zn++, 

200 gpl H2so4,placed in the water bath and allowed to 

stabilize at the desired temperature. 

The magnetic stirrer was activated at this point for 

those experiments where stirring was desired by running 

compressed air through Tygon tubing connected to the intake 

and discharge apertures to spin a glass covered magnet 

inside the cell. 

The cathode, with the teflon strips in place, was in

serted into the slot in the plexiglass top and slid into 

the center. The anodes were then placed through the slots 

on both sides of the cathode and the whole assembly was 
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A. Keithley 610 C Electrometer 

B. Esterline Angus Chart Recorder . 

c. Assembled Electrodes - ready for insertion in cell 

D. Hg/Hg2so4 (lN H2so4 ) Reference Electrode 

E. Salt Bridge 

F. Electrodes and Top of Cell - immersed in water bath 

G. Sorenson QRC 40-lSa D.C. Power Supply 

H. CRC "Vibrostaltic" Pump 

I. Powerstat to Control Pumping Rate 

J. Jug of Neutral Solution 

FIGURE 1. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 



flushed with distilled H2o and blotted dry. Leads from 

the power supply were attached, the electrodes were placed 

into the cell, and the power supply was immediately turned 

to the desired current setting. 

As soon as the power was on, the polyethylene tube 

from the vibrostaltic pump was fitted into a small hole in 

back of one of the anodes and the variable autotransformer, 

used to control the pumping rate, was adjusted to give 
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the desired number of drops of neutral solution per mdnute 

to maintain the required concentration of zinc ion and 

sulfuric acid. Periodically, an aliquot portion of electro

lyte was withdrawn by pipet and titrated against lN NaOH 

to determine H2so4 concentration and the pumping rate was 

adjusted accordingly. 

Disassembly of the cell at the completion of electrol

ysis was in the reverse order to the above. The cathode was 

removed as rapidly as possible, flushed with large amounts 

of distilled u2o and blotted dry with tissue to prevent 

discoloration by corrosion. Once the deposit was completely 

dry, it was stripped from the aluminum by flexing. With 

some deposits that were strongly adherent, a knife or razor 

blade was inserted under one edge to pry them loose. 

The weight of the zinc deposit was obtained to four 

decimal places on a Sartorius 2400 Digital Analytical 

Balance and compared to the theoretical to calculate current 

efficiencies. Selected deposits were examdned on the 



scanning electron microscope and photographs were taken 

of typical structures. 

B. Anode Reactions 

1. Materials and Equipment. The equipment used was 

the same as described under cathode reactions except the 

cell was a one liter polyethylene beaker to accommodate 

the NaF and KF solutions due to the corrosive nature of 

fluorides on glass. 
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A11 solutions were mixed from reagent grade chemicals 

and distilled water. Disposable plastic gloves, protective 

clothing and safety glasses were worn at all times when 

handling the fluoride solutions, due to the hazardous nature 

of the fluoride ion. 

The electrodes were the same dimensions as before. 

Polarity was reversed and the anode was now in the center 

of the cell between two cathodes. Various metals were used 

as cathodes: aluminum, lead-silver, platinum-coated titan

ium and pure platinum. However, for the majority of the 

experiments, either lead-silver or platinum cathodes were 

employed. 

Anodes were made from lead or lead alloys, cold rolled 

from various thicknesses to 0.032" and cut tee shaped to 

the same dimensions as the cathodes in part A. The rolled 

surface was removed by wire brushing and the anodes were 

carefully weighed before electrolysis. Specimens of the 



various materials employed as anodes were cut, mounted, 

polished and etched as outlined in Appendix B and photo

micrographs of typical structures were obtained and are 

included in Figure 2. 

A Siemens Crystalloflex IV Diffractometer with copper 

K-alpha radiation, 0.1 mrn slit, Ni filter and a counting 

rate of 4 x 104 imp/min was used to determine the phases 

present on the anode after electrolysis. A variable aper

ture was used to adjust peak height. 

2. Operation of the Electrolytic Cell. Operation 
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of the cell was essentially the same as described previously 

except for reversal of the anode and cathode positions and 

the extra safety precautions necessary for handling the 

fluoride solutions. One liter of solution sufficed for 

several experiments as depletion of the active species was 

minimal. Periodically, it was necessary to replace some 

distilled water lost by evaporation. 

The majority of the anodes was conditioned for 12 hours 

and then they were removed from the cell, washed in dis

tilled water, blotted dry and weighed again to determine 

the increase in weight during electrolysis. 

The deposit was examined visually and with the light 

microscope and scanning electron microscope to determine 

surface morphology. Photographs were taken of typical 

structures revealed by SEI-1. 

The relative hardness of the samples was determined 



Pb-Ag(l%) so ox o.s. Lead so ox 

FIGURE 2 . MICROSTRUCTURES OF THE AS ROLLED SURFACE OF 

.:~ LEAD AND LEAD ALLOYS USED IN THIS WORK . 
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by running a hard pencil lead or fingernail over the sur

face, or by using a Bierbaum Microcharacter in conjunction 

with a metallurgical Ddcroscope and measuring the width 

of a scratch produced by a ground diamond point that was 

mechanically drawn across the surface. 
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3. Measuring Potentials. The electrometer was warmed 

up for several hours and set to a predetermined value of 

range and polarity. The meter pointer was brought to zero 

with the medium and fine zero adjust knobs. The recorder 

was turned on and adjusted so that the pen was recording 

zero on the strip chart, corresponding to the zero of the 

electrometer. If a change in range or polarity was required, 

it was necessary to rezero the electrometer and the recorder. 

The potential of the Hg/Hg2so4 (lN H2so4 > reference 

electrode was measured against a saturated calomel electrode 

(0.242V) before and after each experiment. The equilibrium 

value recorded for the reference electrode was 0.671V + lmv 

(SHE). 

The salt bridge was filled with lN H2so4 , then placed 

in the cell through the opening in the plexiglass top and 

clamped in place with Luggin tip in contact with the anode 

surface. The electrical connections were made, and the 

power supply and the electrometer were turned on simul

taneously. At completion of polarization, the power supply 

was turned off, the leads were disconnected from the 

cathodes and the anode, and the decay potential was recorded. 



Values were extracted from the chart at the end of 

the measurements. Polarization and decay potentials 

versus time curves were plotted. Potential values were 

calculated using the equation· ~Emeter (sign from polarity 

switch) = E+lead - E-lead· 
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IV. RESULTS ANO DISCUSSION 

A. Cathode Reactions 

The results and discussion are divided into sections 

for clarity. In a few sections fur~~er amplification of 

experimental procedure was deemed advisable because, due to 

the specific nature of the procedure, it was not possible 

to include a complete discussion in the section on Experi

mental Procedure. Further, including the additional in

formation at this point eliminates the need for continual 

referral to the previous section when trying to relate a 

particular procedure with the corresponding results and 

discussion. 

1. Built Up Cell Acid Versus Added Acid. There are 

two ways to get the desired acid-zinc ratio from neutral 

solution. One is to remove zinc oy electrolysis while 

simultaneously increasing the H2so4 concentration, and 

the other method is to add the appropriate amount of acid 

to the solution. This experiment was initiated to deter

mine which of these two methods of solution preparation 

would be the most desirable for subsequent investigations. 

Neutral zinc sulfate solution prepared by procedures 

outlined in Appendix A was electrolyzed at 40°C for 20 hours 

at 40 asf (2 amps), followed by 20 hours at 60 as£ (3 amps) 

to adjust the acid-zinc concentration to 200 gpl H2so4, 

65 gpl zn++. Oeposits were stripped every four hours; 

accurate weights were obtained and current efficiencies 
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were calculated. Also, an aliquot portion of electrolyte 

was withdrawn from the cell and titrated against N NaOH 

to a methyl orange endpoint (pink to orange) to directly 

determine tl1e H2so4 concentration and indirectly determine 

the zinc concentration. 

The 1100 aluminum alloy cathode and the platinum 

coated titanium anodes (platanodes) were washed and blotted 

dry between each run. 

When the desired solution concentration was attained, 

an additional four hour deposit was made at 60 as£, hold

ing the acid-zinc concentration constant by dripping in 

neutral solution. A comparison was then made between this 

deposit and another deposit made under identical conditions 

except the acid-zinc concentration was obtained by mixing 

reagent grade H2so4 and neutral solution. 

A macrophotograph, typical of a deposit obtained 

during acid build up and one obtained from mixed acid, 

along with an SElvl photograph of the structure, representa

tive of both deposits, are included in Figure 3. 

Visually the deposits produced during acid build up 

were pitted and extremely porous, with the amount of 

pitting gradually increasing after the first four hours 

and then decreasing after 24 hours, as the acid concentra

tion increased. Corresponding to the change in the number 

of holes with time was a change in the color of tl1e sol u

tion. The clear solution turned faintly pink during the 
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first four hours of deposition indicating the presence 

of permanganate introduced during solution purification. 

The pink color gradually increased in intensity with sub

sequent deposits and then decreased until the solution was 

agai11 clear after 24 hours. The presence of permanganate 

should indicate a very pure solution since it would appear 

there were no impurities present to reduce the Mn +7 • By 

the same token, the presence of enough manganese to color 

tile solution may have been in part responsible for tile 

large amount of pitting in the deposits. Also, some im

purity that may have been previously oxidized by the per

manganate could have been reduced and deposited at the 

cathode causing the pitting through the action of local 

cells. 

Whatever the case, it would appear that a pure solu

tion is not necessarily a deterrent to poor cathode mor-

phology. 

Current efficiencies were very high (~100\) for all 

deposits throughout the first 30 hours of electrolysis, 

gradually tapering off to 97\ for the last four hour 

deposit. 

In the final four hour run at constant conditions 

and with a current efficiency of 95\, the deposit exhibited 

holes or pits all over the surface. However, the deposit 

made under identical conditions, but from a mixed electro

lyte, bad a uniform crystalline structure with no pits 
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(Figure 3) and the current efficiency was slightly higher. 

The structure of good deposits and pitted deposits 

were the same (Figure 3) and consisted of stacks of 

hexagonal platelets predominantly oriented with the basal 

plane parallel to the plane of the alundnum cathode. x-ray 

analysis confirmed ~1e apparent preferred orientation as 

the most prominant peak corresponded to reflections from 

(002) planes at right angles to the x-ray beam. 

It was felt prior to these experiments that building 

up acid in the cell would result in a purer solution and 

consequently a better deposit, since all chemicals added 

would have gone through the two step purification 

(Appendix A). However, the above results do not bear out 

tl1is premise and it was decided to prepare electrolyte 

by adding reagent grade H2so4 to neutral solution to obtain 

tile desired concentration. This, of course, was much 

quicker as acid build up in the cell is a time consUDdng 

process, made even more so due to the necessity of running 

at a relatively low current density to maintain the total 

cell voltage below 5 volts which appeared to exceed the 

critical ca~1ode potential for dendritic initiation and 

growth. 

2. Lead-Silver, Pure Lead and D.S. Lead Anodes. Zinc 

deposits of 4 hours, 12 hours, 24 hours and 4 hours were 

made in succession in mixed electrolyte, using anodes 

made from each of the materials listed above, and an 1100 
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60 as£ 0.89X 

60 as£ lOOOX 

FIGURE 3. TYPICAL STRUCTURE OF A GOOD DEPOSIT AND A PITTED 

DEPOSIT (upper) PRODUCED AT 40°C AND THE SCANNING 

ELECTRON· MICROGRA:f.H OF THE STRUCTURE (lower) 

~PRESENTATIVE · OB ·EACS. ' ·.:.'>: ..... , ;: .. _ .. \ ;~: .. ~... . .:~' . 



alUDdnum alloy cathode at 40°C and at a current density 

of approximately 80 asf. The total cell voltage varied 

from 3. 3 - 3.4 V for the lead-silver, 3.5 - 3.6 v for the 

dispersioned strengthened lead (D.S.)J and 3.7- 3.8 v 
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for the pure lead anodes, over the 40 hours of electrolysis. 

The lead-silver anodes were fashioned from an elec

trode supplied by the American Zinc Plant at Sauget, Illi

nois, of the same type used in their electrolytic cells. 

The anode, as received from American Zinc, was 0.25" 

thick with 1. 0" diameter holes spaced 2.0" apart (center 

to center). It was necessary to cold roll the material 

from 0.250" to 0.160" (4 equal passes) to get 1.5" of solid 

metal for the experimental electrodes between the holes. 

Prior to electrolysis, the area of the working surface was 

reduced "'50% by drilling 59, 0.25" diameter, equally spaced 

holes. The rolled surface of the electrode was then re

moved by wire brushing and the area inside the holes was 

reamed with a small file. 

The o.s. lead and the pure (4 - 9's) lead anodes were 

prepared as above from lead sheet already on hand. 

During zinc deposition the solution gradually turned 

from milky white to pink in the first four hours with the 

lead-silver anodes, and from milky white to blackish purple 

with the pure lead and the o.s. lead anodes. The solutions 

retained the colors noted above through the renaining 12 

hour, 24 hour and 4 hour rWlS· Also, a brown residue 



began to accumulate in the bottom of the cell which 

gradually increased throughout the electrolysis. At the 

end of the 40 hours of deposition, the solutions were 

decanted, the residue was collected, washed, dryed and 

analyzed by x-ray diffraction. 

~1e anodes were stored in distilled water, rinsed 
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and blotted dry between runs. The bottom of the distilled 

water beaker and the anodes were covered with a silvery 

white precipitate after more than a few hours storage. 

Samples of this white residue were also collected for 

identification by x-ray diffraction. 

Typical structures and the scanning electron micro

graphs of the last four hour runs made with each set of 

anodes are included in Figure 4. 

The surfaces of the deposits were pitted and had a 

silvery colored metallic sheen. The surface of the zinc 

deposit made with the pure lead anodes gradually darkened 

and became black with time while the deposits made with 

lead-silver and o.s. lead remained shiny and metallic 

looking after several months (see Figure 4). 

The amount of residue in the bottom of the cells 

varied with each set of anodes used. The least amount re

sulted from the use of the lead-silver and the most from 

the u.s. lead. The large amount of lead in solution is 

what imparted a blackish color to the o.s. and pure lead 

cell while the small amount of lead present in the lead-
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80 asf 0. 89X 

80 asf lOOOX 80 asf lOOOX 80 asf lOOOX 

FIGURE 4. DEPOSITS (upper) PRODUCED AT 40°C AND THE SCANNING 

ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS (lower) OF THE DEPOSITS MADE 

WITH PURE Pb, Pb-Ag(l%) AND D.S. Pb ANODES (left 

to right). 
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silver cell was not great enough to overcome the famdliar 

pink color of per.manganate. 
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sm~ photos of the final four hour deposits were 

different for each set of anodes used (Figure 4), and this 

difference too could probably be attributed to the differ

ing amounts of lead in solution. 

'r.he deposits were not analyzed for purity, but it is 

quite probable they were contaminated with a considerable 

quantity of lead, either occluded or electrochemically 

deposited on the cathode. 

The residues from the bottom of the cells and the 

distilled water soak were identified as follows: 

Lead-Silver 

Pure Lead 

D.S. Lead 

White ppt. 

Mixture of 6 Pb02 and PbS04 

a Pbo2 

a Pbo2 

Hydrocerussite (lead carbonate 

hydroxide) Pb3 (co3 ) 2 (0H) 2 

Both a Pb02 patterns had a peak at 3.5 angstroms, 

which corresponds to the line of maximum intensity for 

B Pbo2 • 

Xt is obvious from the above data and from confirming 

reports in the literature1 ' 2 ' 3 ' 7 that lead-silver anodes 

are superior to pure lead and other alloys of lead for 

zinc electrolysis, in that they lower the potential and 

reduce the amount of lead in the zinc deposit. 



3. Pitting of the Zinc Deposits. Prior to the ex

periments outlined in 1 and 2 above, seventeen runs (88 

hours of electrolysis) were made, using platanodes and an 

1100 aluminum alloy cathode for orientation purposes, and 

to establish and polish the techniques to be used for 

subsequent investigations. Current density and time of 

deposits varied from 10 to 200 as£ and 4 to 24 hours, 

respectively. The electrolyte temperature was maintained 

at 40°C throughout. 

The early deposits were very good with a flashy 

crystalline appearance but as electrolysis continued, 

increasing amounts of pits developed and the last four 

deposits all had pits scattered throughout the surface. 
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A photograph of typical good and pitted deposits is in

cluded in Figure 3. The solution was set aside while 

experiments 1 and 2 above were performed and then taken up 

again and four more deposits were made, all of which had 

pitted surfaces. A new solution was prepared but pitting 

of the deposits occurred again after a few hours. 

Every conceivable source of solution contamination 

was investigated in an attempt to locate the source of the 

pitting. The delivery tubing used to feed neutral solu

tion into the cell was replaced, distilled water from a 

different source was tried, a new set of platanodes was 

used, and pure platinum anodes were substituted for the 

platanodes, but all for naught. The deposits continued 



to be pitted after a few hours of electrolysis in a new 

solution. 
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Finally, everything was prepared as for the first 

experiments. New platanodes, a new aluminum cathode, and 

a new solution were used and the deposits again came out 

as in the early runs, being very flashy and crystalline in 

appearance with no pits or holes. 

Close observation of the cell during electrolysis 

revealed that the solution was very opaque and milky white 

in color, with good deposits, but as pits developed, the 

solution cleared and it was possible to see through to the 

cathode and observe bubbles clinging to the surface of the 

deposit. Concurrently, with the clearing of the solution 

and the formation of holes, a deposit of salt was observed 

to build up on top of the cathode, which amounted to one 

or two grams from a 24 hour deposit at 80 as£. If a 

cathode was used for many runs, as it was in the first 

series of experiments, this salt deposit not only built 

up on the cathode outside the top, but also built up on 

the cati1ode between the solution level and tile top. Some 

of this salt was invariably carried back into the solu

tion by condensate or by jiggling the cathode during 

disassembly of the cell. 

The solution and the aluminum cathode used to make the 

first zinc deposits were put back in the cell and two 

successive 24 hour deposits (Figure 5) at 80 asf were 
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made. All the salt built up on the cathode was gathered 

for analysis to investigate the effect of the salt on the 

zinc deposit. 

Approximately 2 grams of salt removed from the 

cathode were added to a new sol uti on and a 4 hour and 8 

h our deposit was made at 80 asf. Also, in another experi

ment an 1100 alloy aluminum strip was placed in the bottom 

of the electrolytic cell and allowed to dissolve during 

electrolysis at 100 asf for four hours. 

In a third experiment, 1 gram of one micron alumina 

powder was added to the cell to study the effects of 

aluminum oxide on the cathode deposit. Further, some salt 

from the top of an aluminum cathode from the Sauget Plant 

electrolytic cell was obtained and 12 grams were added to 

a new zinc sulfate solution and runs of 3 hours and 12 

hours were made at 80 asf. Finally, the aluminum cathode 

was replaeed with a zinc cathode and a titanium cathode. 

The first deposits produced from a new solution at 

40°C were very good, with a flashy, crystalline appearance, 

but when the total time of the electrolysis reached 24 to 

30 hours, whether in one run or many, pitting began to 

show up on the zinc. A solution that produced a pitted 

deposit gradually became worse with subsequent deposits 

until it was almost impossible to produce any deposit 

at all (see Figure 5). 

Simultaneously, with the appearance of the pitting, 
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80 asf 0.89X 

FIGURE 5. SUCCESSIVE 24 HOUR DEPOSITS PRODUCED AT 40°C IN 

"BAD SOLUTION." 

80 asf 0 .89X 

FIGURE 6. DEPOSITS PRODUCED AT 40°C AFTER 3 AND 12 HOURS 
WITH SALT FROM PLANT ADDED TO THE ELECTROLYTE. 

' i: .. 
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the solution changed :from dense, milky white to trans

lucent' bubbles could be seen clinging to the cathode and 

a corrosive salt deposit began to build up on th exposed 

alumin1DD surface. The salt was identified by x-ray analy

sis as a hydrated zinc sulfate. However, some of the 1100 

alumin1DD alloy must have been present, though in too s~~all 

an amount to detect as the cathode was etched and corroded 

beneath the salt layer. Also, analysis of the solution 

by atomic absorption revealed, in a44ition to zinc, 6-10 

ppm (mg/1) of aluminua that :for the JDOst part had dissolved 

~rom th cathode at or above the solution line during the 

~irst 24 hours o~ electrolysis. AD additional 100 hours 

of electrolysis did not result in any increase in the 

amount of aluminua in the cell, probably because the 

solution was constantly being changed with time as neutral 

solution was pumped in and spent electrolyte overflowed. 

All of the deposits made in new solutions with the 

hydrated zinc sulfate and alumina powder, and the deposit 

made with the aluminum strip in the bottom of the cell 

exhibited a :flashy, crystalline structure, with no pits 

or holes and with good current efficiency, typical of 

deposits made in a good solution (see Figures 3 and 10). 

Although the addition of aluminum to the lectrolyte 

by the JDethocls outlined above did not appear to be detri

mental, the re~ainder of these experiments was carried out 

with aluminum cathodes o~ 4 - 9's purity in order to 



ndnindze the possibility of solution contamination from 

alloying elements such as iron, silicon and manganese in 

the 1100 alundnum alloy cathodes. 

The 3 hour and 12 hour deposits at 80 as£ and 40°C, 

made in new solution, to which the salt from the plant 

electrode had been added, were heavily pitted, however, 

the pits in the 12 hour deposit were more prondnent 

(Figure 6). During electrolysis, the solution was very 
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deep purple in color, indicating the presence of more 

manganese than that added as permanganate during purifica

tion. Spectographic analysis of the salt confirmed the 

presence of manganese along with minor amounts of alundnum, 

iron, magnesium and zinc, as well as trace amounts of 

silver, calcium, chromdum, copper, sodium, lead and silicon. 

Any of the above mentioned elements could have been re

sponsible for the pitting, not to mention the infinite 

number of possibilities for synergistic effects. 

The use of pure (4-9's) zinc cathodes did not eliminate 

the pitting and in addition the zinc had a tendency to 

dissolve at the solution line. If anything, a new solution 

seemed to "go bad" quicker with zinc cathodes than with 

aluminum. 

It appears evident from the above that alundnum per 

se, in amounts that nd~1t normally be expected in the 

electrolyte, due to the use of aluminum cathodes, has no 

effect on the cathode deposit at least as far as contribut

ing to the pitting or holes. However, the possibility 
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still exists that the aluminum ndght be causing the pit

ting due to some reaction at the cathode that cannot be 

duplicated by the direct addition of aluminum to the cell. 

Two attempts were made to deposit zinc on titanium 

cathodes at 100 as£. The zinc quickly covered the cathode 

surface, but almost immediately began to go back into 

solution accompanied by evolution of large amounts of 

hydrogen. It would appear that the hydrogen overvoltage 

on titanium is too low to cathodically deposit zinc from 

zinc sulfate solutions. Or possibly, the titanium that 

dissolves from the cathode, co-deposits with the zinc, 

causing dissolution of the deposit due to the action of 

local cells. Perhaps special treatments of the surface of 

the titanium, prior to electrolysis, such as chendcal 

etching, might be beneficial in making the titanium suit

able for use as cathode material for zinc electrowinning. 

Pure platinum foil was substituted for the platanodes 

to investigate the possibility that some titanium from the 

anodes might be the cause of pitting in the zinc deposits. 

The first run was made with only one anode at 40 as£ for 

four hours. The aluminum cathode was completely covered 

with zinc, on the side away from the single anode, by a 

deposit of approximately one-third of the total weight, 

indicating the solution had good throwing power. A 

second platinum foil anode was obtained and a series of 

runs was made and compared to runs made under the same 
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conditions with platanodes. The deposits were comparable 

in every respect and it was decided to use platanodes for 

the remainder of this work due to their better structural 

properties and ease of handling as compared to the platinum 

foil. 

Because of an error in calculations, the solution 

prepared for the first series of experiments had only 160 

gpl H2so4 and it was necessary to build up acid in the cell 

to adjust the concentration to the desired 200 gpl H2so4 , 

65 gpl Zn. It was noted ti1at deposits made in this solu

tion were more flashy and crystalline in appearance, albeit, 

the current efficiencies were equal, to deposits made under 

comparable conditions in 200 gpl H2so4 , 65 gpl Zn solution. 

It was decided to use the above method of solution 

preparation of partially ndxing and building up acid for 

the remainder of these investigations. Building up 40 gpl 

acid in the cell served two purposes. It produced a more 

uniform and crystalline deposit, but most important, it 

served as a conditioning period for the cathode which was 

necessary for reasons to be explained later. 

4. Current Density and Temperature. At this point 

all of the procedures used during zinc deposition were 

unvarying, except for the treatment of the cathode after 

the zinc deposit was stripped away. In an attempt to 

stabilize this last variable, prior to the current density

temperature investigations, various methods of preparing 



the cathode surface for electrolysis were attempted, such 

as sanding, soaking in distilled water, dipping in NaOII 
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or cell solution, etc. Evaluation was made and the bast 

method chosen on the basis of constancy and reproducibility 

of results. 

~1e effects of current density and temperature on 

current efficiency and deposit morphology at 0°C to 50°C 

were investigated by making a series of runs from 10 as£ 

to 200 as£ for 2, 4, 8, 12 and 24 hours at each selecteu 

current density and temperature. 

Representative sections of the surfaces of the deposits 

produced with the above variables were examined by x-ray 

diffraction to determine crystal orientation. 

The electrolyte was prepared by Ddxing and partially 

building up acid as outlined before. A pure (4-9's) 

aluudnum cathode was used with two platinum coated titanium 

anodes. 

The cathode and anode potentials at various current 

densities and temperatures were measured by techniques 

described previously and are included in Figures 7 and a. 
It was obvious at the beginning of the current 

density studies that treatment of the cathode between 

experiments had considerable effect on deposit morphology. 

At first, the cathode was sanded between each run for the 

sake of uniformity but the deposits began to pit far 

sooner than could be expected for a new solution. A1so, 
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dipping the cathode in NaOH or cell solution prior to a 

run usually resulted in a pitted deposit. The most 

striking example of the effects of cathode pretreatment 

were produced by soaking a cathode in distilled water for 

24 hours, followed by a 15 minute dip in cell solution. 

The deposit produced at 40°C and 40 as£ was pitted and 

would not adhere to the cathode and the current efficiency 

was only 62% instead of the normal 95%. 

A new aluminum cathode that had been prepared for 

electrolysis by sanding with 600 grit emery paper e~1ibited 

a uniform gray color after the first zinc deposit had been 

made and stripped off. An electron microprobe scan of the 

cathode surface revealed spots of zinc uniformly distri

buted on the aluminum. As soon as this surface layer 

was removed or altered, either mechanically or chemically, 

the deposit would usually show some degree of pitting. 

Ultimately, the best procedure seemed to be to sand 

the surface of the aluminum cathode with 600 grit emery 

paper, wash, dry, build up acid and strip the deposit, 

leaving the smooth, gray zinc-aluminum surface. Then 

all runs were 1uade at a particular current density and 

temperature without any further treatment of the cathode, 

except· to strip, wash and dry between deposits. 

a. Bath temperature 40°C. The first series of 

current density experiments was made at 40°C for various 

times at 40, 60, 80, 100 and 200 as£. Attempts to make 
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deposits at 10, 20 and 30 as£ were unsuccessful. The zinc 

would deposit and ti1en go back into solution with time 

until eventually only hydrogen \'las evolved at the cathode. 

The deposits produced were very good, being flashy 

and crystalline in appearance and the current efficiency 

for each, regardless of current density and time, was 

relatively constant at 95% (Figure 9). Photos of a typical 

set of deposits (80 as£) are included in Figure 10, along 

with the corresponding scanning electron micrographs. 'l'he 

structure is representative of many of the zinc deposits 

made at 40°C during the course of these investigations, 

and consisted of stacks of hexagonal zinc crystals pre

dominantly oriented with the basal plan (002) parallel to 

the surface of the cathode. 

b. Bath temperature 0°C. Contrasting to the 

uniformity of the deposits made at 40°C and various current 

densities,the deposits made at 0°C varied markedly in sev

eral ways. One of the most notable results of deposition 

at this reduced temperature was the ability to mal-=.e de

posits at a current density as low as 10 as£ without any 

loss of efficiency with time. Also, the microsctructure 

and the apparent orientation of. the zinc crystals were 

different at d l .::-ferent current densities. 

The d e posits made at the lower current densities 

(10 and 20 as£} were bright, flashy and crystalline as 

l.>efore, while those made at 80 and 200 as£ were dull gray 
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in color and appeared to be extremely fine grained (Figure 

11). 

One 6 hour deposit at 80 as£ exhibited a ndxed struc

ture, being very bright and crystalline in ti1e center at 

the points of lowest current density and very smooth and 

gray on the edges and the bottom at the points of highest 

current density. 

Photographs of the structures obtained on the SEl·l 

were quite different than those made at 40°C. The pre

dominant morpholoqy of the 10 as£ deposits consisted of 

very ti1in, elongated hexagonal crystallites of different 

orientation which when extended laterally JJy growth inter

sected at approximately right angles. The orientation, 

as determined by x-ray diffraction, was equally mixed 

(1~1), (102) and (103). file structure of the dull gray 

material produced at 80 and 200 as£ was fiLerous and irregu

l .ar in appearance due to only the very thin edge of the 

crystals being exposed, as the basal plane is in many 

cases almost perpendicular to the substrate. The princi

pal orientation of tile dull gray deposits tends toward 

(101) and (110). 

The current efficiency dropped off quite rapdily 

with current density although the efficiency was rela

tively constant with time at a particular current density. 

Current efficiency varied from a high of approximately 90% 

at 10 as£ to a low of 74% at 200 as£ (Figure 9). Mechanical 
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10 asf 80 asf 80 asf 200 asf 

10 asf 

FIGURE 11. 

0.89X 

lOOOX 80 asf lOOOX 

DEPOSITS (upper) PRODUCED AT 0°C AT VARIOUS CUR

RENT DENSITIES AND THE SCANNING ELECTRON MICRO

GRAPHS (lower) OF REPRESENTATIVE STRUCTURES. 
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stirring of the solution had little, if any, effect on 

current efficiency which appears to rule out concentration 

polarization as a contributing factor to the decreased 

zinc yield. 

c. Bath temperature l5°C. Runs made at l5°C 

were similar to the runs made at 0°C. The macrostructure 

was the same except the 80 asf deposits were now all flashy 

and crystalline in appearance instead of dull gray. The 

SE!-1 photo of the 10 asf deposit was similar to the one for 

0°C except tile angular structure formed by intersecting 

basal planes of different crystals had almost disappeared 

(Figure 12). Likewise, the 80 asf deposit was also changed, 

as the fiberous structure produced by the prominence of the 

thin plate edges was replaced by stacks of more symmetrical 

hexagonal crystals inclined at a somewhat lesser angle to 

the cathode surface. However, the 200 asf deposit retained 

the fiberous nature of the 0°C deposit. The predominant 

orientation of all deposits produced at l5°C was basically 

(101) with some strong indications of {102) and (103) 

orientations at the higher current densities. 

The current efficiency followed the same general 

range as the 0° deposits, only somewhat higher at all 

current densities, being approximately 93% at 10 as£ and 

gradually decreasing to 82% at 200 asf (see Figure 9). 

d. Bath t e mperature 20°C. The de posits a t 20°C 

were the same in outward appearance as those produced at 
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15°C, except the 200 as£ runs were now making the transi

tion from gray to flashy and crystalline, having the former 

appearance on the edges and bottom and tlle latter in the 

center. The structure of the low current density deposits 

began to show more hexagonal platelets with the basal plane 

parallel to the cathode surface. The visual ooscrvation 

was confirmed by the strong (002) orientation revealed by 

x-ray diffraction. The structures of the 80 and 200 asf 

deposits were quite similar and appeared to be the same 

as the SU as£ deposit produced at l5°C (Figure 12). T.he 

crystals still maintained a strong (101) orientation at 

the elevated current densities. 

More important, 20°C seemed to be the limiting tempera

ture for 10 as£ deposits, as the current efficien~J 

dropped off markedly with time, reaching a low of 61% after 

12 hours (Figure 13). 

The current efficiency showed the same inverse rela

tionship to current density as above even though t:te 

particular values were greater at the individual current 

densities investigated. 

e. Bath temperature 25°C. T:1e deposits made 

at this temperature were almost completely flashy and 

crystalline. Both the 80 as£ and 200 asf deposits dis

played the familiar microstructure of stacks of hexagonal 

platelets \thich were inclined at an angle to the sul>strate, 

similar to the 80 as£ deposit produced at 15°C (Figure 12). 
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However, the crystallite size of the 80 as£ deposit 

produced at 25°C was approximately three times larger than 

the crystallite size of the 80 as£ deposit produced at 

!Soc. The orientation was still primarily (101) at the 

higher current densities. 

It was no longer possible to make a lengthy deposit 

at 10 as£ due to resolution. Deposits made at 20 as£ 

were all good, but the 24 hour deposit exhibited a slight 

decrease in current efficiency (95% to 92%) indicating the 

beginning of resolution. 

f. Bath temperature 30°C. With an increase to 

30°C, resolution was now just beginning after 24 hours at 

30 as£ as indicated by a reduction in current efficiency 

from 95% to 93% and a dark black area at the top of the 

cathode. 

~he deposits were almost identical in outward appear

ance to those produced at 40°C (Figure 10). 

The low current density deposits were exclusively 

(002) orientated, while the 80 as£ and 200 asf deposits 

still showed a primary orientation in the (101) direction. 

Contrasted to the conditions at 40°C where pitting 

of the deposits occurred after the total time of electroly

sis in a new solution exceeded 24 to 30 hours, the solu

tions used at 30°C and below could be run indefinitely 

without any apparent deterioration in the quality of the 

cathode deposits, providing the current density was above 



the critical current density for resolution. However, 

for the sake of uniforndty a new solution was used for 

each temperature investigated. 
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g. Bath temperature 45°C. At this temperature 

~1e critical current density for the loss of efficiency 

was 40 as£. After two hours resolution had already begun 

although the current efficiency was relatively high (92%). 

After four hours the structure of the deposit was pitted 

and resolution had progressed to the point that current 

efficiency was only 71%. 

h. Bath temperature 50°C. The most drastic 

change in deposit morphology resulted when the temperature 

was increased to 50°C • . A two hour deposit at 80 as£ in a 

new solution was very good, flashy and crystalline in 

appearance and the current efficiency was exceptionally 

high at 98%. However, after four more hours, pitting 

uegan to occur at the top of the deposit and with an addi

tional six hours the entire surface was covered with pits 

(Figure 14) concentrated mostly in areas of high current 

density. Also, the black hemispherical discoloration, 

so commonly an indicator of resolution, began to appear 

across the top of the deposit. An additional six hour 

deposit was pitted badly and resolution was extensive as 

the current efficiency was reduced to 80%. A drop in the 

electrolyte temperature to 35°C gave a beautiful, flashy 

crystalline deposit (Figure 14) with no evidence of pitting 
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50°C 

0. 89X 

80 asf 300X 

FIGURE 14. DEPOSITS (upper) PRODUCED AT 50°C AND 35°C BOTH 

AT 80 as£ SHOWING THE EFFECT OF Tll.ffi AND TEMPERA

TURE. SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH (lower) IS 

OF A 50°C DEPOSIT. 



or resolution after six hours at 80 asf. The solution 

temperature was again raised to 50°C and a 12 hour run 

was made at 80 asf. Resolution and pitting was almost 

catastrophic and only 35% of the deposit remained at the 

end of 12 hours. 
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5. Resolution. Current efficiency was constant with 

time at each particular current density and temperature 

investigated, except where resolution of the deposit 

occurred. At 0°C it was possible to make lengthy deposits 

at current densities as low as 10 as~, but as temperature 

increased, higher and higher current densities were re

quired to avoid resolution and the accompanying loss in 

current efficiencies until, as can be seen in Figure 13, 

80 asf was not sufficient to avoid cati1ode decomposition 

at 50°C. 

During decomposition, zinc would deposit on the 

cathode by first covering the edges and bottom at the 

areas of high current density and then the remaining 

vee shaped area in the center would fill in. 

Resolution occurred in reverse to deposition and first 

appeared as a black, crescent shapped area at the top of 

the cathode. As resolution progressed, it was accompanied 

by evolution of hydrogen which increased in inverse pro

portion to the amount of zinc deposited until no zinc 

remained on the aluminum cathode and only hydrogen was 

evolved. 
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During one run at 10 as£ and 25°C that had almost 

completely redissolved, the current was turned off for a 

few seconds and the deposit was removed from the electro

lyte to check the progress of resolution. The deposit 

was then quickly reimmersed, the current turned back on 

and zinc immediately redeposited over the whole surface 

of the cathode. 

This initiated a series of experiments of current 

interruption for short times which was completely unsuccess

ful in retarding or reversing the progress of resolution. 

In another experiment it was noted that if the 

cathode was tapped during the course of resolution, zinc 

redeposited at the top, on the bare aluminum, just below 

the solution line. As soon as tapping ceased, ti1e very 

fine deposit of zinc redissolved. 

An attempt was made then to make a deposit under 

resolution conditions using a mechanical vibrator to agi

tate the cell during deposition. Mechanical vibration 

only served to accelerate the process of resolution. 

Two deposits that were made at 10 asf and 20°C that 

had low current efficiency (80%, Figure 15 and 61%, 

Figure 16) due to resolution were closely examined at 

high magnification using the scanning electron microscope. 

The representative structure of the deposits from the cen

ter of the cathodes was composed of a great deal of basal 

planes with (002) orientation (Figure 15, top lt.), but 
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10 asf so ox 10 asf so ox 
(unaffected area-middle) (resolution area-top) 

10 asf so ox 10 asf lOOOX 

(demarcation zone) (dipped in cell solution) 

FIGURE 15 . SCANNING ELECTRON HICROGRAPHS OF A DEPOSIT 

PRODUCED AT 20°C WITH '80% CURRENT EFFICIENCY. 
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10 asf lOOOX 10 asf 3000X 
(resolution area-top) (same area as at left) 

10 asf 600X 10 asf 1800X 

(demarcation zone) (same area as at left) 

FIGURE 16. SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF A DEPOSIT PRO

DUCED AT 20°C WITH 61% CURRENT EFFICIENCY. 



there were no basal planes visible in the resolution 

area at the top of the cathodes. Zn addition to the 

difference in morphology, the surface of the deposits 

in the resolution area contained small foreign particles 

of approximately 2 to 4 micron size scattered throughout 

(Figure 15, top rt. and Figure 16, top). 

Specimens taken at the demarcation line at the be

ginning of the resolution area show basal planes after 

various stages of dissolution (Figure 15, bottom lt. and 

Figure 16, bottom). 

A piece of the cathode which was representative of 

the deposit outside the resolution area was allowed to 

corrode in cell solution for five minutes and then com

pared to the above. The attack appeared to be similar 

to that which took place during resolution, but the 

severity was greater (Figure 15, bottom rt.). 

Cathodes that were produced at low temperatures 

(0°C and l5°C) with low current efficiency c~sot), b~t in 

which current efficiency was independent of time, were 

axamined for evidence of resolution. The upper part of 
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the cathode, except for a dimdnution in crystallite size, 

appeared to maintain the same general structure of the part 

taken from a "good" area. There was no evidence of reso

lution or foreign particles on the surface of the zinc 

deposit at the top of tile cathode in an area where reso

lution would have normally occurred (Figure 17). 



80 asf 0°C 
(middle) 

so ox 80 asf 

80 asf 

0°C 
(top) 
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so ox 

so ox 

FIGURE 17. SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF DEPOSITS PRO-

DUCED AT LOW TEMPERATURES WITH LOW CURRENT 

EFFICIENCIES. 



The above would seem to indicate that resolution 

does not contribute to the lower current efficiencies 

at low temperatures where the current efficiency is inde

pendent of time. 
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The logical explanation for resolution, in light of 

the available data from the above work and from the work 

of others11 , 17 is that impurities are responsible. Low 

overvoltage impurities depositing with the zinc on the 

cathode would have a two fold effect in that they would 

tend to lower the hydrogen overvoltage for zinc deposition 

and at the same time induce corrosion of the zinc through 

the action of local cells. 

At certain critical combinations of current density 

and temperature (10 as£ - 20°C, 20 as£ - 30°C, 30 as£ -

40°C and 80 as£ - 50°C) the corrosion rate due to the 

local cells becomes greater than the deposition rate and 

resolution results. 

Because the process seemed to be a function of time, 

it appeared that impurities were gradually building 

up in the cell rather than being present in the solution 

initially. 

Since the anodes were under strong oxidizing condi

tions, and platinum oxide as well as platinum appeared 

to be insoluble at the pH and potentials involved in zinc 

electrolysis (Pourbaix diagram), the platinum and platinum 

coated titanium anodes were considered to be inert. 



Further, no trace of platinum could be found in the 

electrolyte, even after a hundred hours of electrolysis. 

However, the cathode and the anodes seemed to be the only 

possible sources of internal contamination of the solu

tion. As the above work indicated, aluminum was probably 

not detrimental, it remained to investigate the platinum 

anodes. 
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Many years ago (1907), Senter30 found that platinum 

dissolved in H2so4 solutions independent of current 

density. More recently, Thacker31 has shown that platinum 

is also unstable in alkaline solutions. The platinum, of 

course, if it were not inert as was originally assumed, 

would serve as a source of impurities, due to its ability 

to drastically lower the hydrogen overvoltage and also to 

act as a local cathode on the zinc surface. 

It was decided to check the effects of platinum 

indirectly by substituting different anode materials. 

Lead-silver anodes were tried first at 10 asf and sooc 
where resolution could be expected to be severe. No reso

lution occurred, but the deposit had a very irregular, 

waffle type structure, which was probably due to lead 

from the anode that co-deposited with the zinc. 

A pair of graphite anodes was tried next at 10 asf 

and 30°C and the deposit was good, uniform and crystalline 

and ~1e current efficiency was 86% after nine hours. With 

platinum anodes it was impossible to get enough zinc 
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deposited at this current density and temperature to 

strip due to the rapidity with which resolution occurred. 

When the temperature was increased to 50°C and the current 

density to 80 as£, the anodes disintegrated and a great 

deal of graphite was deposited with the zinc resulting 

in a remarkably brittle deposit and a very unusual micro

structure (Figure 18). 

A new cell solution was prepared and a pair of 

vitreous carbon anodes was also tried at 10 as£ and 30°C. 

Bubbles could be seen clinging to the surface of the 

cathode and the run was shut down after nine hours. Some 

small black pieces of the vitreous carbon were in the 

bottom of the cell and it appeared that the anodes were 

disintegrating. 

Current efficiency was low (78%) which was probably 

due to resolution caused by impurities in the vitreous 

carbon binder depositing with the zinc and resulting in 

local cell action. In addition, the orientation of the 

deposit was primarily (101) and . (100) which might also 

indicate adsorption of graphite, and this could contribute 

to the lower zinc yield. 

A second run was made at higher current density 

(80 as£) and the anodes completely disintegrated after 

four hours. However, current efficiency of the deposit 

was 90% with a major crystal orientation of (101). 

Photographs of two different areas of the same 
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80 as£ lOOOX 

10 asf 300X 

FIGURE 18. SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF A DEPOSIT PRO

DUCED AT 50°C WITH GRAPHITE &~ODES (upper) AND 

DEPOSITS PRODUCED AT 30°C WITH VITREOUS CARBON 

ANODES (lower). 
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deposit are included in Figure 18, partly for the unusual 

character, but also because they show the remarkable 

effect of carbon on orientation and structure of zinc 

deposits. Although the above results were not completely 

conclusive, it was indicated that platinum was contributing 

to resolution. 

Near the end of this work an Ortec non-dispersive 

x-ray analysis system was added to the SEM. This system 

was utilized to investigate the foreign deposits seen on 

the zinc surface in the resolution area at the top of tnc 

cathode. An x-ray spectrum was obtained on the uase 

metal (zinc) and also on the small, white, '"3. 5~ salt like 

particle that can be seen in the center of the upper right 

photograph in Figure 16. Three extraneous peaks were 

identified (left to right) as aluminum, platinum and 

chlorine (Figure 19). This analysis was the first direct 

evidence that platinum was present in the solution and 

on the zinc deposit, although there was a great deal of 

indirect evidence to support this view. 

Previously, the microprobe had been used in an attempt 

to detect platinum, but without success. On the strength 

of the above results, the same specimen \'las examined on 

the microprobe and again no platinum was detected on an 

element scan. The detector was then set for platinum and 

moved slowly over the surface. Platinum was found to be 

present in finely divided form throughout the resolution 
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substrate 

particle located on substrate 

FIGURE 19. X-RAY SPECTRUM OBTAINED FRO.H SUBSTRATE AND 

FOREIGN PARTICLE IN RESOLUTION AREA. 

; •' 
.. -,. ~ - ·,_ . . . . ,' , ; .. , '' ·.· . , i·.;. 



area. The presence of chlorine was also confirmed and 

one can speculate that the platinum might have reached the 

cathode as a platinum-chlorine compound. Also, that 

chlorine might have contributed to the dissolution of the 

platinum anodes. Aluminum was not found during the micro

probe examination and it appears that the presence of 

aluminum in the x-ray analysis spectrum was due to scatter 

from the specimen holder; a problem which had been en-

countered on other occasions. 

The upper parts of deposits that were produced at low 

temperatures with low current efficiency and deposits 

made at high temperatures with good current efficiency 

were also checked by the x-ray energy analysis system but 

no trace of platinum or any other element except zinc was 

found. 

The weight of the above evidence strongly suggests 
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that platinum dissolves under the conditions of zinc 

electrolysis, co-deposits with zinc on the cathode and 

results in resolution as described herein. It appears 

that the mechanism is one of corrosion of the deposited 

zinc due to a galvanic couple of zinc to platinum as 

illustrated schematically in Figure 20 and described below. 32 

Since the hydrogen overvoltage is almost negligible 

on platinum as compared to zinc, the total rate of hydrogen 

evolution is effectively equal to the rate of evolution 

on the platinum surface. The mixed potential is shifted 
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FIGUHE 20. THE EFFECT OF GALVANICALLY COUPLING ZINC TO PLATINUH. 
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from Ecorr to Ecouple and the corrosion rate from icorr(Zn) 

to i corr(Zn-Pt)• Thus, platinum can accelerate the reso-

lution of the zinc deposit to the point that the net reac

tion at the cathode is a loss of zinc. 

The effect of increasing temperature is to increase 

the amount of platinum dissolved from the anodes and to 

increase the local corrosion of the cathode. 

The effect of decreasing current density is to 

decrease the zinc deposition creating a greater imbalance 

between deposition and corrosion. 

6. Orientation. As can be seen from the foregoing 

experiments, the orientation of the zinc deposits varied 

with the temperature and current density used for deposi-

tion. At 0°C and 10 asf the predominant orientation was 

equally mixed (101), (102) and (103) while at 0°C and 200 

asf, it was mixed (101), (110). The tendency was for the 

orientation to change from mixed (101), (102), (103) to 

(002) at 10 asf and from (101), (110) to (101) to (002) 

at 200 asf with increasing temperature of the electrolyte. 

The orientation of the deposits produced at the inter-

mediate current densities followed this same general trend, 

i.e., at 80 asf the orientation changed from (101) at 0°C 

to (002) at 40°C (Table I). The changes in orientation to 

the (002) direction were marked by corresponding increases 

in current efficiency. 

The following attempt to correlate the morphology, 



C. D. 
(as£) 

10 

20 

30 

80 

200 

TABLE I 

THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND CURRENT DENSITY 

ON ORIENTATION OF THE ZINC DEPOSITS* 

0°C l5°C 20°C 25°C 30°C 

(101)-1 (002 )-1 
(102)-1 (101)-1 (101)-. 3 
(103)-1 (102)-.3 

(103)-. 3 

(002)-1 

(002 )-1 

(101)-1 
(101)-1 (102)-.5 (101)-1 

(103)-1 

(101) -1 (101)-1 (101)-1 
(110)-1 (102)-.5 (102)-.5 

*Random Orientation 

(ASTM diffraction data card for zinc) 

(101)-1 
(002)-.5 
(100)-.4 
(102)-.3 
(103)-.25 
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40°C 

(002)-1 

(002) -1 

(002)-1 
(101)-.5 

Note: The number after the notation for the plane repre

sents relative intensity, i.e., (101)-1 means 100% 

intensity for 26 values corresponding to the (101) 

plane. 



orientation, current density and current efficiency is 

si~lar to the treatment of preferred orientation in 

nickel electro-deposits used by Reddy. 33 
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There are several stages in the growth of electro

deposits. In the initial stage of growth the size, shape 

and orientation of the deposit crystals are influenced by 

the substrate. The initial stage is followed by a 

transition stage in which the substrate influence is 

gradually overcome. As deposition continues, the final 

stage develops and a preferred orientation of the deposit 

crystal can result. 

In the ideal case of completely preferred orientation, 

the particular facets of all of the crystals are developed 

parallel to the substrate. 

Sato34 studied the crystal growth of electro-deposited 

zinc and interpreted the orientations of the flat, plate

like crystals "from the standpoint of development of 

crystallographic planes under various degrees of influence 

of hydrogen and/or organic colloids." 

Whether or not a preferred orientation is produced 

depends on the conditions of electro-deposition, i.e. , 

temperature, current density, etc. 

Two important questions must be answered to explain 

the connection between deposition conditions and specific 

orientations developed under these conditions: a) how do 

the deposition conditions determine the particular type of 



facets preferentially for.med? b) what deterndnes the 

inclination which the preferentially developed facets 

assume relative to the substrate? 
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a. Why certain facets are formed. All crystal 

faces do not grow at the same rate. The rate of growth of 

facets deter.mines the probability of their survival. It 

can be proven by simple geometric arguments that fast

growing faces grow out of existence and slow-growing faces 

survive. The proof as first developed by Borgstrom35 

and later presented by Buckley36 is given in Appendix c. 

For electro-deposits, the surviving faces will be those 

which have the greatest metallic overpotential and which 

therefore grow most slowly. 

It is helpful to first consider free-growth of 

electro-deposits where free-growth is defined as deposition 

on a substrate-surface free of adsorbed hydrogen atoms 

and the adsorption of surface-active substances is ex-

eluded. 

The Bravais law for free growth is adopted as the 

starting point. The Bravais law states that the velocity 

of growth of different crystal faces depends on the atomic 

population density (reticular density) of the faces, the 

greater the number of atoms per unit area of face, the 

lower the rate of growth in a direction normal to the face. 

The velocity of growth (Vhkl) of a zinc crystal face 
.34 

and the population density Phkl are as follows. 
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v(lOJ) ~ v(llO) > v(lOl) > v(l02) > v(lOO) > v(002) and 

p(0\12) P(lOO) > P(l02) > P(lOl) > P(llO) > P(l03) • 

'l'he differences in the velocity of growth are also mani

festations of differences in the partial current densities 

on different faces. Therefore, i(l0 3) > i(llO) > i(lOl) > 

i (lOO) ·• i (002 ) • Also the same results can be stated in 

terms of metallic overpotentials. That is, Mn(002) > 

U!l (lOu) :.· Mrl ( 102) > Mn (101) > un (110) > Mn (103). The above 

data indicate that during deposition from pure solutions 

and in the absence of additives (free-growth), zinc electro

deposits should tend to preferentially develop {002} basal 

plane facets. 

Free-growth occurs only in the ideal case as soma 

hydro<J~n evolution normally occurs simultaneously with zinc 

uuposi tion. '.l'he formation of adsorbed hydrogen is an 

essential intermediate step in the evolution of hydrogen 

gas. 'the total metallic ovarpotential ttnbkl for deposi-

tion on the face {hkl} can be considered to be the sum of 

two components: the free-growth contribution and the con

tribution due to adsorbed atomic hydrogen, i.e., 

It seems very probable that hydrogen would influence 

tho electro-deposition process. Bockris37 , 38 and 

Gerisher39 have shown that the reaction involving the 

transfer of the metal ion across the double-layer results 

in the formation of an adsorbed ion (adion) which undergoes 
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surface diffusion before lattice-incorporation at the 

crystal building site. The broadcast adsorbed hydrogen 

atoms can impede the surface diffusion process which is 

the rate-determining step at low current densities. At 

high current densities the transfer reaction becomes rate

determining. In this case, adsorbed hydrogen would in

crease the energy barrier because the transfer reaction 

would probably have to take place on to hydrogen which 

would at least partially screen the electron cloud in the 

metal. The reaction of adsorbed atomic hydrogen would 

be to increase the metallic overpotential above the free 

growth value. The question now arises as to whether 

hydrogen is adsorbed to the same extent on different 

facets of zinc crystals. 

It has been shown 40 ' 41 that the hydrogen over-

voltage on zinc changes with orientation and is a direct 

function of planar packing density, i.e., n(002) > n(lOO) 

n(l02) > n(lOl) > n(llO) > n(lOJ)• 
This indicates that the greater the average inter-

atomic spacing of adjacent zinc atoms on the lattice plane 

of zinc (the lower the reticular density), the more nega

tive is the standard free energy of hydrogen adsorption, 

and hence, the greater the surface concentration of ad

sorbed hydrogen. conditions occurring during electro

deposition that increase the amount of hydrogen evolved 

(lower the current efficiency) do not increase the hydrogen 
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adsorbed on the various crystal facets at the same rate. 

The maximum increase occurs on (103), and the Ddnimum on 

(002). In contrast, since they are deterDdned by crystal

lographic factors (and current density), the metallic over

potentials on all faces are equally affected by varying 

the conditions of electro-deposition. Thus, through the 

mechanism of hydrogen adsorption, the previously fast

growing faces can become the slowest-growing faces and will 

not grow out of existence. 

b. What determines the inclination which ~1e 

preferentially developed facets assume relative to the 

substrate? To answer this important question, it will 

first be necessary to consider the two main modes of 

growth, outward and lateral, that occur during electro

deposition. 

One of the primary factors that influences the mode 

of growth adopted by electro-deposi~s is the metallic 

overpotential. Metals with a high metallic overpotential 

such as nickel, chromium, iron and cobalt42 affect an 

outward growth mode. High metallic overpotentials increase 

the nucleation rate, the girth of the crystals is effectively 

reducec and consequently, acicular, needle like crystals 

are produced. such crystals would be obtained when the 

outward velocity of growth in a direction normal to the 

substrate is greater than the lateral velocity in a 

direction parallel to the substrate. On the other hand, 



metals such as zinc, .copper, silver and gold with rela

tively low metallic overpotentiala effect a lateral mode 

of growth. The low nucleation rate of low metallic 

overpotential metals resul ta in lamellar, tabular plate

like crystals, whose lateral crystal growth velocity is 

greater than the velocity in a direction normal to the 

substrate. 
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The conditions of electro-deposition are largely re

sponsible for determining which particular mode of growth 

is adopted by electro-deposita. Zn Reddy's opinion, the 

metallic overpotential and the non-uniformity of the 

deposit surface are the two factors mainly responsible 

for affecting the mode of growth in unadulterated baths. 

The metallic overpotential influences the nucleation rate 

and therefore affects the crystal size. 'l'he greater the 

nucleation rate, the leas the girth of the crystals. On 

a non-uniform cathode surface, nonhomogeneity of the 

electric field exists. The field will be more intense 

near peaks than near recesses. 'l'herefore, pealts will re

ceive a greater supply of ions than recesses, giving rise 

to preferential deposition on peaks. The nonhomogeneity 

of the field is further accentuated and there is a 

cumulative tendency for deposition on to peaks and an 

outward growth is obtained. 

Now, depending on the magnitude of adsorbed hydrogen, 

facets of a certain crystallographic type {hkl} should be 
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the slowest-growi~g facets and hence, they should be 

selectively formed. Further, the slowest growing of these 

facets would be developed, normal to the substrate if 

an outward JQode of growth was effected. The term \'lilman 

facets is used to describe facets which grow preferentially 

normal to the sUbstrate. This hypothesis would be valid 

only for electro-deposits which adopt an outward mode of 

growth. 

In attempting to explain the reasons for the pre

ferred orientation developed by the zinc deposits pro

duced during this work, the following must be compared: 

i) the ~rpholoqy of the zinc deposits as shown 

by the SEM photographs, 

ii) the decrease in current efficiency with de

creasing temperature and increasing current 

density (Figure 9) and, 

iii) the variations in orientation with temperature 

and current density as described in the 

opening paragraph of this section and Table I. 

In general, four distinct types of structures, which 

are delineated below, resulted from the different orienta

tions of the ~inc crystallites. 

Type 1. LOw teroperature and low current densities 

produced the first type. This structure consists of 

asymmetrical bexagonal crystallites that have grown 
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together to produce what looks to be stacJ;s of triangular 

shaped platelets. Approximately 60% of the facets exposed 

are (002) with the remainder lJeing lesser reticular 

density facets of {101} or {100}. The principal orienta

tion is equally mixed (101), (102) and (103) (Figure 11). 

The current efficiency of zinc deposition is approximately 

90'ti. 

~ype 2. The second type is the result of low tem

peratures and high current densities. This structure 

appears to be fiberous, since only the thin edge of the 

hexagonal crystals are prominent. Greater than 90% of the 

facets exposed are of low reticular density. The primary 

orientation of these deposits is (101) and (110) (Figures 

11 and 12- lower). The current efficiency for zinc 

d~~osition is approximately 75%. 

Type 3. The third structure is an intermediate 

structure between types 2 and 4, and it is produced as the 

temperature of deposition is increased. It consists of 

symmetrical hexagonal platelets which are inclined at an 

angle to the substrate. The faceting is approximately 

30% (002) and 70% of the lesser reticular density planes. 

A good example of this structure can be seen in the 80 as£ 

deposit at l5°C (Figure 12). Both the triangular and 

fiuerous structure change to this type as the temperature 

of the electrolyte increases. The principal orientation 

is (101). The current efficiency for zinc deposition is 



approximately 85%. 

Type 4. This deposit morphology is the result of 

deposition at temperatures of 35°C or greater. It is 

composed of symmetrical hexagonal crystals which have 

grown parallel to the cathode surface to produce a strong 

(002) preferred orientation. The primary faceting is 

(002). However, a great deal of lower reticular density 
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planes are exposed in the recesses produced by the growing 

pyramids (Figure 10). The current efficiency for zinc 

deposition is approximately 95%. 

It appears from the preceding data that the tendency 

for (002) orientation leads to a greater exposure of (002) 

facets and to an increase in currant efficiency. 

Conversely, the greater the exposure of lesser re

ticular density planes, the lower the current efficiency. 

The maximum decrease in current efficiency is associated 

with a preferred orientation of (110), (101) and in this 

case only the thin plate edges are exposed with very 

little if any (002) facets showing. 

x-ray diffraction patterns made from tne back of 

evory deposit indicated a strong (002) orientation, re

gardless of the temperature and current density used for 

deposition. This tendency for a (002) preferred orienta

tion at the start of electrolysis is probably due to the 

influence of the aluminum substrate. When Al2 (so4 > 3 was 

added to a zinc sulfate solution during zinc deposition, 

a basal plane orientation of the zinc deposit resulted. 43 



Since each deposit started with a basal plane 

orientation, it is obvious that Changes occurring during 

electrolysis resulted in the growth of crystallites with 

a preferred orientation as outlined above. 

Two possible explanations to explain the particular 

orientations and the resultant current efficiencies de

veloped during zinc deposition are described below. 
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The first of these two theories assumes ti1at zinc grows 

only by a lateral mode and the slowest growing facets grow 

parallel to the sUbstrate. 

It is evident from the current efficiencies listed 

above and from Figure 9 that more hydrogen is produced at 

low temperatures and high current densities. Since hydro

gen adsorption is necessary for hydrogen evolution, it fol

lows that more hydrogen is adsorbed at these low tempera

tures and high current densities. Further, it has been 

shown titat the free energy for hydrogen adsorption is more 

negative on the less densely packed planes. Or stated 

another way, the hydrogen overvoltage is less on the less 

densely packed planes. 

Considering the initial assumptions and the facts as 

presented above, it seems logical to assume that through 

the mechanism of hydrogen adsorption the lesser reticular 

density planes, that are initially the fastest growing and 

tend to grow out of existence, begin to grow more slowly 

and align themselves parallel to the sUbstrate. This 

results in a preferred orientation of low density planes. 

It must be understood that during the process of 



shifting from (002) para1le1 to the substrate to (002) 

normal to the substrate, there is also probably a shift 

in the relative growth rates of the other planes. 
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This would result in a mdxed morphology at intermediate 

temperatures and current densities. Final1y when the 

growti1 was predominantly (002) the morphology should be

come more uniform and exhibit a preponderance of one or 

two specific facets. This does occur, as seen in Figures 

11 and 12 - lower, where (100) seems to be the principle 

exposed facet. 

It is seen in Table I that high current densities 

favor an orientation of lower reticular density planes. 

At low current densities, increases in temperature lead 

to (002) orientations much quicker than at high current 

densities. At 200 asf and 40°C there is still a tendency 

toward preferrea orientation of lower density planes 

(Table I). This seems to be compatible with the observa

tion that more hydrogen is produced at the higher current 

densities. However, the above implies that the hydrogen 

overvoltage decreases as current density increases which 

is contrary to general theory. However, the accepted theory 

that overpotential increases with increases in current 

density is va1id only for random orientations. Thus, 

dependening on the relative overpotentials on the dif

ferent faces, the amount of hydrogen evolved could 

possibly increase with increasedcurrent density, depending 
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on the orientation. 

r.i'he second theory proposed to explain the results of 

the particular preferred orientations that result from 

ueposition at the various current densities and tempera

tures requires no assumptions. However, i i; is implied 

(Figure 7) that the metallic overpotential increases as 

tho temperature decreases and the current density increases. 

Tho increase in the metallic overpotential causes an 

increase in the nucleation rate. A1so the growth mode of 

zinc is changed from lateral to outward. That is, for the 

two extremes, from (002) facets aligned parallel to the 

substrate (lateral) to (002) facets growing normal to 

ti1e substrate (outward) • 

Once the switch to outward growth is initiated, the 

process is enhanced due to localizing of the electric 

field and an increase in zinc deposition at the crystal 

corners and edges. 

The resulting orientation is simply due to b~e changes 

in tho inclination of the zinc crystals as the growth mode 

is changed from outward to lateral. 

'.i'he (002) faces would remain the slowest growing 

planes in all cases and they would simply change their 

preferred alignment from parallel to normal to the sub

strate. This behavior is exactly what is observed if one 

examines the SEM photographs of the four different types 

of 100rphologies as described before. The (002) facets 
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can be seen to change their alignment from parallel to the 

substrate (Figure 10 - Type 4) to normal to the substrate 

(Figure 12- lower- Type 2). 

Also, the apparent anomaly of the lowering of current 

efficiencies, at the low temperatures, with increases in 

current density is more readily explained. With the out

ward mode of growth and the (002) facets aligned normal 

to the substrate planes of lesser reticular density are 

exposed in the double layer. It was previously mentioned 

that the hydrogen overvoltage on a particular facet de

creases as the planar packing density decreases. Hence, 

the lower current efficiencies are simply due to the lower 

hydrogen overvoltage on the exposed facets or the ratio, 

(iH21izn>' becomes greater. 

Further evidence in support of this latter premise can 

be seen in Figure 18 which shows the effect of graphite on 

zinc deposition. Graphite apparently acts as a nucleating 

agent and produces acicular, needle-like crystals which is 

a characteristic of an outward mode of growth. The orien

tation of these deposits is mainly (101). 

In summary, it might be said that zinc deposition 

occurs as follows. At normal operating conditions with 

temperatures of 35-40°C and a current density of 80 as£, 

zinc grows by a lateral mode in an unadulterated solution. 

The most densely packed (002) facets are aligned parallel 

to the substrate. The hydrogen overvoltage on the (002) 
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facets is greater than on any other facet and zinc deposi

tion proceeds with relatively good current efficiencies. 

Ho~1ever, as the temperature is decreased and the current 

density increases, the metallic overpotential increases 

and the resulting increase in nucleation rate causes the 

growth mode to shift from lateral to outward. That is, 

the slow growing (002) facets change from being aligned 

parallel to the substrate toward orientation normal to 

the substrate. The orientation of the lesser reticular 

density facets also changes with more low density planes 

oeing exposed on the deposit surface. These lower reticu-

lar density planes having a lower hydrogen overvoltage 

result in less zinc being deposited and therefore, lower 

current efficiencies. Additives such as graphite, being 

good nucleating agents, cause the same effects at normal 

operating temperatures as they tend to shift the growth 

mode from lateral to outward which results in reduced 

current efficiencies. 

B. Anode Reactions 

1. u2so4 Solutions. When it appeared that platinum 

anodes were contributing to solution contamination, atten

tion was redirected to lead anodes and possible precon

ditioning treatments to produce a stable electrode for 

studying the zinc electrowinning process with a minimum of 

variables. 



':L'he work of Razina and Kiryakov44 indicated that a 

Poo2 anode was ten times more stable in H2so4 solutions 

than an ordinary Pb-Ag anode under the same condi tiona. 
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Farmer18 investigated the conditioning of lead-silver 

(1%) anodes in various solutions prior to electrolysis in 

Cominco•s electrolytic cells and obtained good results 

using fluoride solutions. 

It was decided to study the conditioning of lead 

anodes in sulfuric acid and fluoride solutions in an at

tempt to produce an anode that would be inert at the 

temperatures and current densities normally encountered 

in the zinc electrowinning process, i.e., 30-50°C, 50-100 

as£. 

The study in u2so4 solutions was undertaken more as 

a means of establishing basic mechanisms and to serve as 

a comparison for subsequent investigations in fluoride 

solutions, than in any hope of producing a stable elec-

trode. 

Deposits were made at 0°, 30°, and 60°C for 2 and 12 

hours at 10, 50, 100 and 200 asf in 11~ and 4N H2so4 solu-

tions. 

~he electrolyte was prepared by mixing Fisher A300-C 

reagent grade sulfuric acid in distilled water. 

Platanodes were used as cathodes for the ooc runs and 

pure platinum foil was employed for the 30°C and 60°C 

experiments. 



The lead-silver (lt) anodes were wire brushed on 

both aides and carefu1ly weighed prior to electrolysis. 

i"t the end of each run the anoclea were washed, blotted 

dry, re-weighed and x-rayed to determine the composition 

of the anode surface. 
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Using the peak of maximum intensity as an indication 

of the amount of each phase present on the anode, diffrac

tion data were tabulate and are included in Table XI. 

Photographs of the various structures were obtained 

on the SC-I after polarization, after depolarization and 

after depolarizing and repolarizing (Figures 21 and 23). 

Selected 12 hour deposits at various current densi

ties were allowed to remain in the cell after electrolysis 

and open circuit, decay potentials were recorded in 

4" a2s~4 at 0°, 30° and 60°C. A typical set of decay 

curves is included in Figure 22. 

The predominant x-ray pattern of the two hours de

posits in both lN and 4N a2so4 and at each temperature and 

current density investigated was that of ~1e lead-silver 

(1') matrix. The 10 as£ deposita, in addition to strong 

matrix linea, gave very weak Pbso4 patterns at ooc and/or 

30°C in both lN and 4lt acid and very strong mixed o- and 

B- p~o2 (~ a2so4 ) or just SPb02 (4N H2so4> patterns at 

6ooc. The general trend for the remainder of the deposits 

was as time, temperature, acid concentration and current 

density increased, the lead-silver (lt) matrix linea 



TABLE II 

DIFFRACTION DATA FOR PHASES FORMED ON LEAD-SILVER (1%) ANODES IN H2so4 SOLUTIONS 

lNH2S04-2 hrs. lNH2S04-12 hrs. 4NH2so4-2 hrs. 4NH2S04-12 hrs. 

0°C 30°C 60°C 0°C 30°C 60°C 0°C 30°C 60°C 0°C 30°C 60°C 

;I Pb-Ag(lt) vs vs vs vs vs m vs vs vs vvw 
PbS04 vw vw vvw vw 
aPb02 vw vw w vs vvw vw vw 
aPbo2 vvw vs vs 

il Pb-Ag(lt) vs vs vs vs vs vs m w 
PbS04 vw 
aPb02 vw vw vw vs vs vs vw vs vs vs 
BPb02 vvw vvw vvw vw vvw vvw vvw vvw vvw 

il 
Pb-Ag(l%) vs vs vs vw vw vs 
PbS04 
aPbo2 vw vw w vs vs vs s vs vs 
aPbo2 vvw vvw vvw vvw vvw vvw vvw vvw vvw 

v=very, s=strong, m=medium, w=weak 

vs=80-100%IJ s=60-80%IJ m=40-60°IJ w=20-40%IJ vw=S-20%IJ vvw=O-Sti 



decreased from very strong to zero and at the same time, 

aPb02 lines increased from very weak to very strong 
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(Table II). A1most every pattern that had aPbo2 lines also 

i1ad a very weak indication of the highest intensity 
0 

~Pb02 peak at 3.5 A • 

Structures, as revealed by SEM, for each of the 

phases (Pbso4 , a and BPb02 ) identified above are included 

in Figure 21. The structure of the BPbo2 deposit appears 

to consist of crystals of Pbso4 • Actually, these are 

hollow shells of Pbso4 crystals, inside of which BPbo2 has 

nucleated and grown until the predominant x-ray pattern 

is that of BPbo2 • 29 The structure of aPb02 is more fine 

grained and layer like than the Pbso4 deposit and is very 

similar to the BPbo2 structure without the sulfate crystals. 

In general, three distinct voltage plateaus of -0.3, • 

0.2 to 0.4 and 1.6 to 1.7V (SHE) and an indication of a 

fourth at 1.0 to 1.2v were exhibited in the open circuit 

potential decay curves for the lead-silver anodes polarized 

in 4 N H2so4 at the various current densities. One set 

of curves sufficed for all three temperatures investigated 

as only variations in the plateau length and insignificant 

changes in potential resulted from variations in electro

lyte temperature. Consequently, only the open circuit 

decay curves obtained 3t 30°C are included in this work 

(Figure 22). A decay curve for a pure lead anode is in

cluded for comparison. 
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10 asf 3000X 10 asf 3000X 

100 asf 3000X 

FIGURE 21. MORPHOLOGY OF Pb-Ag(l%) ANODES CONDITIONED IN 

4N H2S04 SOLUTIONS. 
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The following equilibrium reactions were s~ggested 

by the potential arrests listed above (see Appendix D). 

1) 

2) 

Pbso4 + 2e - Pb + so~ 

E = -0.359 0.0295 log Aso= 
4 

E = -0.'29V 

+ -PbOt + 2H + 2e = Pb + H2o 

E = 0.249 - 0.0591 pH 

E = +0.23V 

3) aPb02 + 2H+ + 2e = PbOt + H20 

E = 1.075 - 0.0591 pH 

4) 

E = +1.06V 

= + -Pb02 + so4 + 4H + 2e = PbS04 + 2H20 

E = 1.683 - 0.1182 pH + 0.0295 log A50= 
4 

E = +1.58V 
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Reactions 1, 2 and 4 were verified by x-ray diffraction 

and reaction 3 is suggested by the potential decay data, 

but not directly confirmed by x-ray analysis. However, the 

existence of aPbo2 and PbOt' which are normally only stable 

in alkaline solutions is consistent with the observations 

of previous researchers19 , 24 , 26- 28 and is added evidence 

that a pH gradient exists in the anodic layer. 

As in other investigations , 25 the PbO/Pb couple.was 

the most prominent and was maintained for several hours 

before dropping off to the sulfate potential at -0.29V. 
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To check further on the reaction taking place at the 

Pb02/Pbso4 plateau, a lead-silver anode was polarized for 

12 hours at 100 asf, allowed to decay for ten minutes and 

then x-rayed and photographed on the scanning electron 

microscope. A part of this anode was then decayed for an 

additional 10 minutes and the remainder was repolarized 

for 30 minutes at 100 as£. 

x-ray diffraction revealed the presence of Pbso4 

after a 10 minute decay and an additional 10 minute decay 

resulted in a substantial increase in the amount of the 

orthorhombic Pbso4 crystals (Figure 23). The structure 

seen on SEM after repolarizing appeared to be the same as 

after decay, with large Pbso4 crystals in a aPbo2 matrix. 

However, x-ray diffraction indicated aPb02 was the pre

dominant phase present. This observation, as was mentioned 

previously, is in keeping with the results of Simon, et. 

a1. 29 that Pbo2 nucleates and grows inside the Pbso4 

crystals, and the outer morphology remains the same. 

The hardness of the anodized coatings was difficult 

to assess since the surface layer, even for the 12 hour 

deposits at high current densities, was relatively thin 

and any values obtained were probably more an indication 

of the hardness of the lead-silver (1') matrix than of the 

surface deposit. 

'l'he weight of the anodes was relatively constant in 

N u2so4 , at all temperatures and current densities 
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aPb02 +PbS0 4 3000X aPb02+PbS0 4 3000X 

10 min . decay 20 min. decay 

aPbOz 3000X 

10 min. decay + 30 min. repo1arize 

FIGURE 2 3. HORPHOLOGY OF Pb-Ag ( 1%) ANODES POLARIZED IN 

4N H2so4 SOLUTIONS AT 100 asf FOR 12 HOURS AT 

30°C AFTER VARIOUS PERIODS OF DECAY, AND DECAY 

WITH REPOLARIZING. 
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investigated. The anode weight was also constant in 

4N H2so4 solutions at 0°C and each current density. How

ever, at 30°C and 60°C the anodes electrolyzed at 10 as£ 

showed increases in weight of a few tenths of a gram, 

while the anodes conditioned at 100 and 200 asf decreased 

in weight as much as 0.4 grams after 12 hours. 

The products found in the residues from the bottom 

of the cells after electrolysis consisted of the same 

phases found on the anodes (Table II) that were conditioned 

in the cells, indicating the residues were stable in the 

H2so4 solutions. 

2. Na2S04 Solutions. Due to the numerous amount of 

x-rays to be identified in this work, it was difficult 

to index accurately each pattern due to fluctuations in 

the alignment of the diffractometer. Instead, standards 

were prepared from reagent grade materials and experimental 

patterns were identified by comparing with these standards. 

The above procedure worked very well for all the 

compounds involved except aPbo2 • The methods outlined by 

Fraunhofer45 to produce exclusively aPbo2 , using 4N 

Na2so4 solutions, pure lead anodes and a current density 

of 1.Sma/cm2 , were unsuccessful. The resulting x-ray 

pattern was predominantly aPb02 but the line of maximum 

intensity for BPbo2 was also present. However, this 

pattern sufficed as a standard for the majority of the 

anodes that were examined during the course of this 
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research, where aPb02 was a dominant phase, also had an 

indication of SPbo2 at 28 values corresponding to the peak 

of maximum intensity. 

3. WaF and KF Solutions. Lead-silver, pure lead 

and D.S. lead anodes were conditioned for 12 hours at 

30° and 45°C, in various strength NaF-H2so4 and KF-H2so4 

solutions, at current densities of 10, SO, 100 and 200 

asf between two cathodes of like material. Both N and 2N 

sodium fluoride solutions were tried with H2so4 concen

trations varying from 4N to lN. The concentration of all 

the KF solutions was 40 gpl F- and sulfuric acid was added 

as necessary to adjust the solution to pH 5. Both x-ray 

diffraction and the scanning electron microscope were 

utilized to study the phases present on the conditioned 

anode surface. Polarization and potential decay curves 

were obtained with lead-silver(l%) and pure lead anodes 

in the NaF and KF solutions. 

Anodes that appeared to be the most stable, from 

the standpoint of hardness, adherence and density of 

coating, were used to make zinc deposits as in the early 

part of this work. 

The predominant phase present on the outer surface 

of the lead-silver anodes after anodization, regardless 

of current density, temperature or solution composition, 

was SPoo2 • The anodes conditioned in NaF-N H2so4 and KF -

u2 so4 solutions also had weak aPb02 lines at each current 
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density. Electrodes treated in the rest of the NaF 

solutions exhibited, along with strong aPb02 indications, 

increasing amounts of aPb02 with increases in current 

density. Also, one of the deposits made at 10 asf in KF 

solutions was very spotty, leaving the anode bare in some 

places. It gave a strong aPbF2 pattern where the lead

silver matrix was exposed. Similarly, a deposit made in 

an NaF solution at 10 asf gave strong lines of aPbF2 

(see Table III). The x-ray pattern of a lead-silver anode 

left soaking in an NaF solution (pH = 5) for 40 hours 

consisted of aPbF2 • 

The relative hardness of the anode surface, after 
46 

conditioning, was determined with a Bierbaum Microcharacter. 

A diamond stylus was mechanically drawn across the surface 

to be tested and the width of the cut produced was 

measured. An average of five independent measurements 

on each of the surface identified after the various con

ditioning processes along with the relative hardness of 

the lead-silver matrix are listed below. 

Width of Cut (microns) 

Pb-Ag (1%) matrix 27.0 

PbF2 23.0 

PbS04 (after decay) 45.0 

aPbo2 8.2 

~Pb02 (dark underlayer) 5.0 



TABLE III 

DIFFRACTION DATA FOR PHASES FORMED ON LEAD-SILVER (1%) ANODES IN FLUORIDE SOLUTIONS 

lN NaF 2N NaF lN NaF lN NaF KF KF 
40 gpl - 40 -lN H2so4 4N H2so4 pH = 5 pH = 5 F gplF 

30°C 30°C 30°C 45°C 30°C 45°C 

;\ 
8Pb02 vvs vvs vvs vvs ~/S vvs 
aPb02 vvw vvw 
3PbF2 m 
CA.PbF2 vs 

;\ 8Pb02 vvs vvs vvs vvs vvs 
aPbo2 vvw m m vvw 

IW 
til 

"' 8Pb02 vvs VVS vvs vvs vvs vvs 
0 aPbo2 vvw m vs vs 0 ,... 
IW 
UJ 8Pb02 vvs vvs vvs vvs "' aPb02 VV'Il s vvw 
0 
0 
N 

v=very, s=strong, m=mediurn, w=weak 

vvs=90-100%I; vs=80-90%I; s=60-80%I; m=40-60%I; w=20-40%I; vw=S-20%I; vvw=0-5%I 
,_, 
0 
01 
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The values obtained can only be interpreted in a 

very general way. Due to the powdery nature of the anode 

surface, it was extremely difficult to get consistent and 

reliable results. For example, it was impossible to 

ascertain the effects of temperature, current density or 

even solution composition in producing a reliable anode 

coating merely by comparing hardness values. However, in 

a relative sense, the lead-silver anodes conditioned in 

fluoride solutions are approximately three times as hard 

as the same anodes conditioned in H2so4,as the anodes 

conditioned in H2so4 showed hardness values very nearly 

those obtained for the lead-silver (1%) matrix .. 

The anodes conditioned in NaF solutions at 30° and 

45°C increased in weight from a low of 0.5 grams at 10 asf 

to a high of 1.0 grams at 50 asf and the 100 and 200 asf 

deposits had weight gains between these two values. Anodes 

conditioned in KF solutions at 30°C only had weight gains 

of 0.3 grams at 10 asf and 0.8 grams at 50 asf. The 100 and 

200 asf deposits showed weight increases of less than 0.3 

grams. No change of weight \tlas noted for anodes conditioned 

in KF solutions at 45°C, regardless of current density. 

As mentioned above, the deposits were harder after 

conditioning and appeared to be very adherent until an 

attempt was made to clip off a piece for x-ray analysis. The 

deposits made at 10 asf and 50 asf flaked off during cutting 

and revealed a light gray under layer, which was identified 
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Ly x-ray diffraction as BPbF2 • 

~1e anodes conditioned in N NaF (pH = 5) solutions 

had in addition to PbF2 next to the electrode surface, 

a much harder outer layer of Pbo2 • The anodes conditioned 

in the rest of the solutions appeared to consist of three 

layers, a P~F2 inner layer, Pbo2 outer layer and a dark 

vurple middle layer which appeared to be either aPbO 
2 

or PilOt. 

Both u.s. and pure lead anodes were conditioned at 

SO and 100 as£ in the KF and NaF solutions. The phases 

produced in the anodic coating consisted of mainly BPb02 

at 50 as£ and a mixture of a and BPb02 at 100 as£. The 

pure l~ad anodes, like the lead-silver (1%) anodes, appeared 

to uave t.i.1c samt! three layers on the surface after con-

uitioning but unlike the lead-silver anodes, the pure lead 

anodus lost weight during electrolysis, primarily due to 

severe attack at the solution line. The D.S. lead anodes 

were attacked very severely and lost as much as 20% of 

their original wei9ht after conditioning. 

'1'hrcc distinct arrests at "'1.3, 0.9 and 0.4V, re-

svoctiv~ly, arc e~tibited in the potential decay curves 

for lead-silver anodes that were polarized for 12 hours in 

40 ypl F- (KF) solutions at 100 as£ and allowed to decay 

on open circuit (Figure 24). The potentials (SHE) of the 

voltage plateaus observed in Figure 24 correspond to the 

following equilibrium reactions in the KF solutions at a 
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FIGURE 24. POTENTIAL DECAY CURVE FOR A LEAD-SILVER (1%) ANODE POLARIZED 

IN A 40 gp1 F-(KF) SOLUTION AT 30°C AND 100 asf. 



pH of approximately 5 (see Appendix D). 

1) SPb02 + 2H+ + 2HF + 2e- • PbF + 2H 0 
2 2 

E = 1.66V - 0.059 pH 

E == +1.37V 

2) SPb02 + SO~ + 4H+ + 2e- • Pbso4 + 2H2o 

E = 1.68V - O.ll82pH + 0.0295 log A = 
so4 

3) 

E = +0.935V 

b + -aP 0 2 + 4H + 4e = Pb + 2H2o 

E = 0.665 - 0.0591 pH 

E = +0.370V 

Two further reactions would be observed at much 

longer times and can be represented as follows. 

4) Pbso4 + 2e- - Pb + so~ 

5) 

E = -0.359 - 0.0295 log A80= 
4 

E = -0.2023V 

- + PbF2 + 2e + 2H = Pb = 2HF 

E = -0.6014 - 0.0591 pH 

E = -0.8969V 
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All of the various phases identified by the potential 

arrests were also confirmed by x-ray diffraction before and 

during anodic decay. The dark purple, underlying layer 

tentatively identified by x-ray analysis as PbOt or aPbo2 
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appeared to be main~y aPb02 as the arrest for PbOt/Pb 

was not observed. 

Pictures taken on the SEM are included in Figure 25 

for anodes conditioned in both KF and NaF solutions. The 

surface of the anodes conditioned at 100 as£ in both solu-

tiona is quite sindlar and consists of numerous cracks 

with a dense, unifo~ layer of small Pb02 particles between 

the cracks. A photograph taken inside one of the cracks 

shows the dark colored second layer described above. The 

anode conditioned in KF solution at 10 as£ is unique in 

that the surface is primarily covered with a layer of 

dendritic BPb02 crystals. 

Lead-silver anodes polarized in 4N H2so4 solutions for 

12 hours reached a maximum potential of slightly greater 

than 2.0v (SHE) in the first few seconds after the current 

was turned on and then the potential stabilized at 2.0V. 

Lead-silver anodes polarized under similar conditions 

(100 as£ - 12 hours) in 40 gpl F-(KF) solution attained a 

maximum of 4.4V in 60 seconds and then leveled off at 

1.7V. 

The potential for pure lead anodes, polarized in 

40 gpl F-(KF) solutions for 12 hours at 100 asf, rose to 

a maximum value of 7.2V in slightly over a minute. The 

potential then dropped to a steady value of 3.6V for a 

short time after which it gradually increased as the 

anode slowly disintegrated. Pure lead anodes in 
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100 asf 3000X 10 asf 1000X 

inside a crack 

100 as£ 3000X 10 asf 3000X 

FIGURE 25. MORPHOLOGY OF Pb-Ag(1%) ANODES CONDITIONED IN 

NaF SOLUTIONS (upper) AND KF SOLUTIONS (lower) 

FOR 12 HOURS • 
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4U H2so4 at 100 as£ for 12 hours attained a maximum 

potential of 2.4V in a few seconds and then stabilized 

at approximately 2.2v for tile remaining 12 hours. 
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The formation of a dielectric layer of PbF2 next to 

the electrode surface of the anodes conditioned in the KF 

solutions is responsible for the high initial surge in the 

potential and is analogous to the formation of Pbso4 in 

H2so4 solutions. 

Altodization of lead-silver anodes using platinum cath

odes in l~aCl, u 2o2 - H2so4 and K2cr2o 7 solutions was 

initiated in the hope of getting better insight into why 

fluoride ions accelerate the reaction at the anode and 

produce such a marked increase in the amount of material 

deposited on the electrode surface. 

A solution of 40 gpl Cl- ion in H2o, with the pH 

lowered to 4.5 by addition of H2so4 , resulted in such a 

drastic increase in the total cell voltage that the maxi

mum voltage (40V) for the power supply was exceeded. When 

the Cl- ion concentration was reduced to 10 gpl, the 

total cell voltage was only 6.5V and a ten hour deposit 

was made at 50 asf. 

The anode gained approximately one gram in weight and 

the predominant phase on tile surface was BPbo2 whicn was 

comparaUle to anodes conditioned in fluoride solutions. 

Unlike anodes conditioned in fluoride solutions, the 

deposit was corrugated and large pieces fell off revealing 
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a gray under layer of lead sulfate and lead chloride 

hydroxide Pb(OH)Cl next to the electrode. It appeared 

that Cl- accelerated the formation of the anodic layer, 

uut -uch poorer adherence resulted compared to the coating 

o~tained with fluoride ion. The effect of even lower 

chloride concentrations is open to speculation. 

The presence of ti1e strong oxidizing agents H2o2 and 

K2cr2o7 in 4N H2so4 solution did not result in any increase 

in anode weight when the anodes were polarized at 50 as£ 

for 12 hours. A1so, the hardness of the deposit was only 

that of the lead-silver matrix. The predominant x-ray 

pattern for anodes conditioned in both solutions was 

aPb02 and in addition, strong lines from the lead-silver 

matrix were present. 

'rhe deposits made with 15 qpl x2cr2o7 in 4l:l H2so4 

solutions looked similar to deposits made in 41~ H2so4 at 

the same current density and temperature except for the 

presence of a few arrow-shaped, dendritic crystals. How

evur, the deposits made in the a2o2 (125 ml's H2o2 > solu

tions were quite different than any produced in sulfuric 

acid solutions (see Figure 26). 

The contribution of the fluoride ion in producing the 

substantial anodic layer is still not clear. Fluoride ions 

appear to accelerate or catalyze the reaction at the anode 

surface in such a way as to produce a large increase in the 

amount of Pbo2 formed over the amount resulting from 
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30°C 

50 asf 
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50 asf 3000X 
(same area as at left) 

3000X 

FIGURE 26. MORPHOLOGY OF Pb-Ag(l%) ANODES CONDITIONED IN 

H2o2-4N H2so4 (upper) &~D K2cr2o7-4N H2so4 

SOLUTIONS (lowe~FOR 12 HOURS. 
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polarization in sulfuric acid solutions. 

Preliminary experiments with anodes conditioned in 

both 1-laF and KF solutions, under actual conditions of zinc 

electrolysis, indicated that anodes conditioned in NaF 

solutions at 80-100 as£ were superior to anodes conditioned 

in KF solutions. Electrodes treated in NaF solutions 

produced a good, crystalline zinc deposit in 65 gpl 

zn++ - 200 gpl H2so4 solutions with no manganese for the 

first 4 to 6 hours (depending on current density) of 

electrolysis. The multiple phases on the anode surface 

began to separate and pull away with time, due to stresses 

set up between the layers because of differences in lattice 

structure. Simultaneously with the break up of the anode 

surface, the amount of lead in the zinc deposit increased. 

iuso, it became increasingly more difficult to strip the 

deposit due to increasing amounts of fluoride ion in the 

solution from decomposition of PbF2 at the anode. 

It appears that more extensive research will be 

necessary to develop a stable Pbo2 electrode ti1at can be 

used without the pr~sence of manganese in the solution to 

form a protective Mno2 layer. 

4. Alundnum Solutions. An attempt was made to 

condition a lead-silver anode using alundnum cathodes in 

40 gpl F- (KF) solutions. Also, lead-silver anodes were 

conditioned with platinum cathodes at diffexent c-urrent 

densities and temperatures in both L~aF and KF sol lltior"s 



to which various amounts of Al2 (SO 4 ) 3 • 18 n2o had been 

added. X-ray diffraction was used to determine the 

various phases formed on the anode. 
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When pure aluminum (4 - 9 • s) cathodes were used to 

condition a lead-silver anode in a KF solution at 30°~ 

for 12 hours at SO as£, the anode was attacked very 

severely and the edges were eaten away, leaving a narrow 

band in the center with a thick white coating on the sur

face. 'l'he anode lost approximately one-third of its 

weight in the 12 hours. In addition, the aluminum cathodes 

were depply etched and the grain structure was revealed. 

To determine the amount of aluminum necessary to 

cause the anode to lose weight, a series of runs was made, 

with gradually increasing current densities, using one 

aluminum cathode and one lead-silver cathode. The aluminum 

cathode was weighed, along with the anode, before and after 

each run to monitor the amount of aluminum in the solution. 

'l'he weight of the aluminum cathode was still constant after 

12 hours at 10 and at 30 as£. The anode deposits were the 

same as those made with the lead-silver cathodes. 

Three consecutive runs were then made at SO asf \-lith a 

new lead-silver anode for each run. The aluminum cathode 

lost O.S, 0.78 and 1.62g, respectively, for a total of 2.9 

grams of aluminum in the solution. The anodes gained 0.43 

grams during the first two runs and l.S8 grams for the 

third run. 
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The first two deposits appeared to be just SPb02 , 

while the last conditioned anode had a dark brown under 

layer and a heavy white outer coating like the initial 

anode that disintegrated. x-ray analysis of the anode 

deposit showed a mixed pattern of SPbo2 and x3Al F6 • 'l.'he 

white deposit taken from the initial anode that had almost 

disintegrated was in addition to x3Al r6 , a compound 

tentatively identified as aK-Pb-P. It seems likely that 

in the presence of greater than 3 gpl aluminum in the 

solution, the anode became completely covered with a 

layer of x3 Al P6 after which the production of a soluble 

compound of aK-Pb-P was promoted and the anode disinte

grated. 

In addition to the above experiments, reagent grade 

hydrated alundnum sulfate [Al2 (so4 ) 3 • 18 a2oJ was added 

to 20 gpl P- (Nar) solutions and lead-silver anodes were 

electrolized for 12 hours at 35-40°C using platinum 

cathodes. With no aluminum, o.s gpl aluminum and 5 gpl 

aluminum in solution, the anode coating was SPD02 , uut 

with 1 gpl and 3 gpl aluminum in solution, the principal 

phase on the anode surface was SPbF2 • 

When a lead-silver anode was anodized at SO asf for 

12 hours in 20 gpl F- (NaF) solutions at 30°C with pure 

aluminum cathodes, similar results were obtained as when 

aluminum cathodes were used in KF solutions. A1though 

the current density and temperature were the same, the 
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anode did not disintegrate like the anode conditioned in 

the KF solution, but the surface was covered with a white 

layer. 

It appears that aluminum added to the solution as 

A12 Cso4 >3 • 18 H2o does not have the same effect as 

alundnum present from dissolution of an aluminum cathode. 

The different effects may be due to the different amounts 

of aluminum in the solution at any given time due to the 

different modes of introduction or the aluminum may be 

present in a different state. 

The above results were quite interesting but since 

the amount of aluminum necessary to produce any deleterious 

effect on the anode far exceeded the amount that would 

normally be present in solutions (grams vs ppm) used for 

zinc electrolysis, this line of investigation was dis

continued. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

1. The growth mode, orientation and morphology of 

zinc electrowon from acid zinc sulfate solutions is 

directly dependent on the temperature, current density and 

type of electrode used for deposition. 

2. At high temperatures and high current densities, 

the zinc appeared to adopt a lateral mode of growth with 

(002) facets aligned parallel to the substrate. The 

current efficiencies were approximately 951. 

3. At low temperatures and high current densities, 

the zinc appeared to adopt an outward mode of growth. The 

current efficiencies decreased as the current density 

increased. 

4. The change in growth mode is possibly caused by 

an increase in the metallic overpotential or the presence 

of nucleating agents such as carbon. 

s. The platinum anodes do not remain inert at 

certain combinations of temperature and current density. 

Traces of platinum were positively identified on the 

surface of cathodes which exhibited time dependent current 

efficiencies. 

6. At each temperature investigated, a limiting 

current density existed below which a reasonable zinc 

deposit could not be obtained. 

7. Aluminum in solution may influence the morphology 

of the zinc deposit. 
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8. Titanium does not appear to be a suitable cathode 

material for zinc deposition. 

9. Graphite and vitreous carbon do not make suit

able anodes as they tend to disintegrate at any appreciable 

current density. 

10. The predominant phase formed on lead-silver 

anodes conditioned in H2 so4 solutions was aPbo2 • 

11. The predominant phase formed on lead-silver 

anodes conditioned in fluoride solutions was BPbo2 • 

12. The rate of formation of Pbo2 on the lead-silver 

anodes conditioned in fluoride solutions was considerably 

greater than the rate in H2so4 solutions. 

13. The relative hardness of the coatinq was much 

greater on anodes conditioned in fluoride solutions than on 

anodes conditioned in H2so4 solutions. 

14. Lead-silver anodes lost two-thirds of their 

initial weiqht when conditioned in fluoride solutions with 

alUDdnum cathodes. 
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APPENDIX A 

PREPARATION OF NEUTRAL ZINC SULFATE ELECTROLYTE 

(2 - Liter Batches) 

A. CALCULATIONS 

Basis 200 grams per liter (gp1) zinc 

M.w. Zn = 65 l.f.W. H2 so4 = 98 

M.W. ZnO = 81 Sp. Gr. H2so4 = 1.84 g/cc 

81 g ZnO (400 g Zn/2-1iters) = 498.5 g ZnO 

65 g Zn 2-1iters 

98 g of (100%) H2so4/mo1e (assay min. 95% - max. 98%) 

assume minimum assay of 95% 

98 9 (100%) a2so4/mo1e = 103 9 of 95% a2so4/mo1e 

0.95 

103 9 a2so4/mo1e 

81 9 Zn0/mo1e 

= 1.272 times more H2so4 than ZnO 

498.5 9 ZnO x 1.272 - 634 9 H2so4/2-1iters 

= 345 ml' s 

2-1iters 
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B. Procedure 

After carefully cleaning all glassware as described 

previously, photoconductive zinc oxide, Fisher A300-C con

centrated sulfuric acid and distilled water were ndxed and 

purified in two 3-liter beakers as follows: 

1. Pour 250 m1's distilled H2o into each beaker. 

2. Add 345 m1's of cone. H2so4 to each 3-liter beaker 

by pouring it slowly down the side and allow to 

cool to room temperature (approximately 4 ndnutes 

to add each 345 ml's). 

3. Tare two 1-liter beakers and add 498.5 grams of 

French ZnO to each, add H2o to 800 ml's, mix and 

add the slurry very slowly to each 3-liter beaker 

with mechanical stirring. A Talboys model 103 

stirrer with teflon coated stirring rod was used 

to help dissipate the heat and control the tem

perature. Approximately 20 min. is required for 

each addition as the reaction is extremely exo

thermic and the mixture will sputter, boil and 

even explode if the slurry is added too fast. The 

temperature can be controlled by adding distilled 

water, but care must be taken not to make much 

over two liters of solution when the ZnO is all 

added, or a great deal of time is wasted boiling 

off the excess water. 

4. Adjust the solution level to 2-liters and oxidize 
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by adding 0.1N KMn04 drop wise to maintain a 

faint1y pink co1or for two hours. The total 

amount of KMn04 necessary is approximately 1 m1/ 

liter (17 drops) or 1.1 mg l~/1. 

5. After the two hour oxidation period tlte solution 

is placed on a Thermolyne 2200 hot plate at 

700°F and brought to a hard boil for 20 minutes. 

The color is now pale yellow with tiny black 

flakes present among the small anount of undis

solved white ZnO in the bottom of the beaker. 

6. The pH is adjusted to approximately 5.5 by adding 

cone. H2so4 drop wise to change Fisher Alkacid 

Test Ribbon (pH range 2-10 by increments of 2 pH) 

from orange to very slightly red. 

7. The boiling solution at pH 5.5 is filtered into 

a 2-liter side arm flask using a :tlo. 3 Buchner 

Funnel and two thicknesses of filter paper. Suc

tion was supplied by running tap water through an 

aspirator type vacuum pump, connected through a 

trap to the filter flask with 0.25" I.D. vacuum 

hose. The funnel is prepared for filtering by 

placing a piece of 11 em diameter Whatman No. 41 

filter paper on the bottom and moistening it to 

hold it in place. Then a piece of 15 em diameter 

paper is folded to fit the bottom and the edges 

are turned up and crimped to adhere to the sides of 



the funnel when wet. The solution level during 

filtering was maintained just below the top of 

the turned up paper. 
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8. The filtrate is poured from the flask back into 

the 3-liter beakers; the beakers are then placed 

back on the hot plate. Blackwell zinc dust 

(2.5 gpl) is added with stirring and the solutions 

are brought to a hard boil for 20 minutes and 

filtered as before. 

9. After cooling to room temperature, the solution 

NOTES: 

is poured into a 2-liter volumetric flask, the 

volume is adjusted to 2-liters by adding distilled 

H2o and the electrolyte is stored in 9-liter 

pyrex serum storage jugs. 

a) Temperature of solution after adding 345 ml's of 

cone. H2so4 to 250 ml's H2o in 4 min., 110-120°C. 

b) Sputtering begins to occur at 90°C when adding 

zno, with violent reactions commencing at higher 

temperatures. 

c) Temperature of the solution at finish of ZnO 

addition (20 to 30 min. to add), 85°C. 

d) Temperature of solution when placed on the hot 

plate, 55°C. 

e) Temperature of solution at beginning of boiling 

{soft boil), 97°C. 



f) Temperature of solution at hard boil (filter 

temp.), 102°C. 
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g) Temperature of solution in funnel while filtering, 

90°C. 

h) Temperature of solution with zinc dust (hard 

boil), 102°C. 



APPENDIX B 

PROCEDURE FOR PREPARING LEAD AL'fD LEAD ALLOYS 

FOR PHOTOMICROGRAPHS 

1. Belt Sandert 
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a) 120 grit emery paper with H2o (light touch) 

wash with soap and tap water after grinding 

b) 240 grit emery paper with H2o (light touch) 

wash with soap and tap water after grinding 

2. Circular Wheelt 
(Sand) 

600 grit paper with H2o, wash with soap and tap 

water after grinding 

note 1 you have alread~· picked up some grit at 

this point even using a very light touch 

3. Hand Polish: 

* 4/0 paper with paraffin and kerosene lubricant 

wash with soap and tap water, rinse with alcohol 

and vibrate in alcohol to aid in removing grit 

4. Circular Wheel: 

(Polish) 

Buehler microcloth with 6 micron diamond paste, 

soak nap with kerosene (Fisher - odorless and 

refined), put bead of diamond paste in a complete 

circle around the center of the wheel and work in 

*Paraffin and kerosene lubricant 
2000 cc Fisher odorless and refined kerosene 
86.3 g paraffin (kind bought in grocery store) 
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with fingers. Keep wheel wet with kerosene 

(squeeze bottle). Wash with soap and tap water, 

rinse with alcohol and vibrate in alcohol. 

5. Etch: 

Immerse 10 - 15 sec or more in a2o2-Acetic Acid 

* etchant, wash with tap water, rinse in alcohol 

and vibrate in alcohol, dry in warm air. This 

step will aid in removing grit. 

6 • Circul.ar Wheel : 
(Repolish) 

7. 

Repeat step 4. Check surface at 250X for grit. 

Repeat this step until no grit is visible in the 

specimen at 250X (usually takes 5 - 10 min.). 

Circular Wheel: 
(Polish) 

Buehler micro cloth with 1 micron diamond paste. 

Prepare nap as in step 4. Polish with very 

light touch for approximately 2 min., wash with 

soap and tap water, rinse with alcohol, vibrate 

in alcohol and dry with warm air. 

8. Circular Wheel: 
(Polish) 

Repeat step 7, except use 1/4 micron diamond 

paste. Polish with a very light touch for a 

maximum of 1 min. 

*Etchant 
10 ml's 30% H202 
20 ml's distil.l.ed II20 
50 ml's Gl.acial. Acetic Acid (99.7% cone.) 



9. Etch. 
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Immerse for approximately 5 sec in 1120 2 - Acetic 

Acid etchant, wash with tap water, rinse with 

alcohol, vibrate in alcohol, dry with warm air. 

Repeat steps 8 and 9 as necessary to reveal structure. 



APPENDJ:X C 

GEOMETRJ:C ARGU!-fENTS SHOWJ:NG THAT FAST GROWING FACES 

GROW OUT OF EXISTENCE AND SLOW GROWING FACES SURVIVE 

B C 
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Two adjacent planes P1 il.n:l P2 intersecting at poi11t A 

are growing outward at different velocities. ~he outward 

growth velocity of P1 is taken as a constant and equal to 

v over a unit interval of time, while P2 is allowed dif-

ferent growth rates expressed as v1 , v2 v , etc. AC 
n 

divides the angle a between the normals of the two planes 

into SandS'. If v• is taken to represent any velocity of 

outward growth of the type v1 , v2 --- vn' etc., it can be 

seen that ~ = cos S' • If S increases, S' will decrease 
v cos B 
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(v' = v4 ), .the ratio ~· becomes larger and the velocity 

of growth of P2 increases. The plane P2 will then de

crease relative to P1 during growth which, if sufficiently 

prolonged, will result in its extinction. tfuen B' in-

• creases, B decreases (v' = v1 ) and ~ decreases, ~1e 

reverse is true and plane P1 will tend to disappear. 



APPENDIX D 

CALCULATION OF EQUILIBRIUM POTENTIALS 

The potential E corresponding to the equilibrium 

X Ox + m H+ + ne = y Rd + z H20 

is calculated as follows: 

Ox = oxidized species 

Rd = ' reduced species 

for oxidized species + ne- = reduced species 

AG = -n FE and E - Eo - RT/nF ln Keq 

Eo AG0 
• AG0 = y AGORd + z AGOH 0 = - - , 

nF 2 

-AG = 

K = eq 

xAG 0 

Ox - y 
0 

AG0 -Rd z AG H20 

y z x +1m 
log Keq = log [Rd] [H20] - log [Ox] [H 

but log AB = log A + log B 

-
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X AG 0 
Ox 

z x + m 
log Keq = log [Rd]Y + log [H20] - log [Ox1 - log [H 1 



AR~ 
log K = log -------eq A X 

Ox 

log Keq = log +mpH 

• , 

assundng the concentration equals activity 

E =-

X 
E -

2. 303 RT l 
og Keq 1 

nF 

~Go 
Ox 

2. 303 RT 

nF 

- y ~Go P.d 

23,070 (cal) 

log 

- z 

n 

- 0.0591 !! pH + log 
n 

+mpH 

AGO H20 

Aax 
~ 

~ 
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An example of the use of the above equation is given below: 



E = 

- 0.0591 • ! pH + 
2 

0.0591 log 
2 
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E 1 
{(-52.34-177.34) - (-193.89) - 2(-56.72)} 

46,140 cal 

E = 

E = 

- 0.1182 pll + 0.0295 log A80= 
4 

1 
(-229.68 + 307.33) - 0.1182 pH 

46,140 cal 

+ 0.0295 log A80= 
4 

77,650 cal 

46,140 cal 
- 0.1182 pH + 0.0295 log A80= 

4 

E = 1.683 - 0.1182 pH+ 0.0295 log A80= 
4 

For lN H2so4 , the pH= 0.3 and log A80~- -2.27 (Pavlov>. 27 

E = +1.58V 



The following thermodyna~c data used to calculate 

the potentials are from the 50th (College) Edition 

"Handbook of Chemistry and Physics." 

6G 0 (Kcal) 6G0 (Kcal) 

PbS04 -19 3. 89 PbF2 -148.10 

so~ -177.34 HF - 64.70 

Pb02 - 52.34 H20 - 56.72 

- 45.25 F - + 66.08 PbOt 
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loq10 c.D. 

1.0 

1.3 

1.6 

1.9 

2.08 

2.20 

2. 30 

APPENDIX E 

TABULAR DATA FOR FIGURE 7 

(Cathoue Potentials) 

E (volts) SHE 

0°C l5°C 30°C 

0.912 0.844 

0.942 0.892 0.846 

0.966 0.918 0.871 

0.972 0.939 0.898 

0.974 0.950 0.908 

0.982 0.953 0.913 

0.982 0.956 0.916 
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40°C 50°C 

0.837 

0.860 0.831 

0.869 0.844 

0.877 0. 848 

0.878 0.848 
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APPENDIX F 

TABULAR DATA FOR FIGURE 8 

(Anode Potentials) 

E (volts) SHE 

log10 C.D. 0°C l5°C 30°C 40°C 50°C 

1.0 2.042 1.972 

1.3 2.102 2.021 1.990 

1.6 2.152 2.086 2.040 2.020 2.002 

1.9 2.192 2.142 2.100 2.078 2.052 

2.08 2.222 2.172 2.122 2.125 2.075 

2.20 2.232 2.185 2.138 2.122 2.096 

2.30 2.242 2.200 2.152 2.132 2.112 
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APPENDIX G 

TABULAR DA'rA FOR FIGURB 9 

(Time Ind pendent Current Efficiency) 

current BfficienSI - Percent 

C.D. (a f) o•c 1s•c 2o•c 25•c Jo•c 4o•c 

9 90 93 

18 88 95 94 

27 95 

37 92 96 

73 78 83 91 92 95 96 

110 76 

146 75 

183 74 82 86 88 92 96 
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APPENDIX H 

TABULAR DATA FOR FIGURE 13 

(Time Dependent Current Efficiency) 

Current Efficienc~ - Percent 
Time (hrs .) 20°C-10asf 30°C-20asf 40°C-30asf 50°C-80asf 

2 93.8 94.5 95.7 98.0 

4 86.0 89.0 92.0 

5 87.0 

6 69.0 77.0 80 .o 

8 80.0 

12 61.0 35.0 
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